


Table 3.--In_uC dana £ormans--Continued

Card Variable Description

B-14--Continued
.... ETSIM Logical variable = T if evapotransp_r-

ation (plant-roo__extra_ion_ _s _ h__

sim__l_at any time during the simu-
lation; otherwise = F.

Line B-15 is present only if BCIT = T or ETSIM = T.
B-15 NPV Number of ET periods Uo be simulated.

NPV values for each variable

required for the evaporation and/or
evapotranspiration options must
be entered on the following lines.
If ET variables are to be held con-

stant throughout the simulation code,
NPV = I.

ETCYC Length of each ET period, T.

Note: For example, if a yearly cycle of ET is desired and monthly values
of PEV, PET, and the other required ET variables are available, then code
NPV = 12 and ETCYC = 30 days. Then 12 values must be entered for PEV,

SRES, HA, PET, RTDPTH, RTBOT, RTTOP, and HROOT. Actual values, used in the

program , for each variable are determined by linear interpolation based on
time.

_ Line B-16 to B-18 are present only if BCIT = T.
B-16 PEVAI Potential evaporation rate (PEV) at

beginning of each ET period. Number
of entries must equal N'PV, LT-I.

To conform wi_h the sign convention used in most existing equations for

potential evaporation, all entries must be greater than or equal to 0.
The program multiplies all nonzero entries by -I so that the evaporative
flux is treated as a sink ra_her than a source.

B-17 RDC(1,J) Surface resistance to evaporation
($RE$) at beginning of ET period,
L-_. For a uniform soil, SRE$ is

equal to _he reciprocal of the dis-
tahoe from the top active node to
land surface, or 2./DELZ(2). If a
surface crust is present, SRE$ may
be decreased to account for the

added resistance to water movement

through the crust. Number of entries

must equal NPV.
B-18 RDC(2,J) Pressure potential of the a_mosphere

(HA) at beginning of ET period; may
be estimated using equation 6, L.
Number of entries must equal NPV.
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Table 3.--Inpu_ data formats--Continued (

Card Variable Description

Lines B-19 Co B-23 are present only if ETSIM = T.
B-19 PTVAL Potential evapotranspiration rate (PET)

at besimzins of each ET period, LT -z.
Number of entries must equal N?V.
As with PEV, all values mus= be greater

than or equal tS 0.

B-20 RDC(3,J) Rooting depth at beginning of each ET
period, L. Number of entries must

equal B'PV.

B-21 RDC(A,J) Root activity at base of root zone at
beginning of each ET period, i-z
Number of entries must equal N?V.

B-22 RDC(5,J) Root activity at top of rooc zone at
beginning of each ET period, i-2
Number of entries must equal NPV.

Note: Values for root activity generally are determined empirically, but

typically range from 0 to 3.0 cm/cm 3. As programmed , root activity
varies linearly from land surface uo the base of the root zone, and its
distribution wi_h depth at any time is represented by a trapezoid. In

general, root activities will be greater at land surface than a_ the
base of the root zone.

B-23 RDC(6,J) Pressure head in roots (HROOT) at
beginning of each ET period, L. (
Number of entries must equal N?V.

[Line group C read by subroutine VSTHER, NRECH sets of C lines are required]

C-I TPER Length of this recharge period, T.

DELT Length of initial time step for this

period, T.
C-2 TMIT Multiplier for time step length.

DLTMX Maximum allowed length of time step, T.

DLTMIN Minimum allowed length of time step, T.
TRED Factor by which time-step length is

reduced if convergence is not
obtained in ITMAX iterations. Values

usually Should be in _he range 0.i
to 0.5. If no reduction of time-

step length is desired, input a value
of 0.0.

C-3 DSMAX Maximum allowed chanse in head per
time s:ep for this period, L.

STERR Steady-state head criterion; when the

maximum change in head between
successive time s_eps is less _han

STERR, the program assumes that
steady s=ate has been reached for

this period and advances to nex_ /

recharge period, L. _
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Table 3.--Input da_ £ormats--Continued

- Card Variable Description

C-4 POND Maximum allowed height of ponded water
for constant flux nodes. See text

for detailed discussion of POND, L.
C-5 PRNT Logical variable = T if beads, moisture

contents, and/or saturations are to
be printed to file 6 after each time

- step; = F if they are to be written
to file 6 only at observation times

and ends of recharge periods.
C-6 BCIT Logical variable = T if evaporation

is to be simulated for this recharge

period; otherwise = F.

ETSIM Logical variable = T if evapotrans-
piration (plant-root extraction) is

to be simulated for this recharge
period; otherwise = F.

SEEP- Lo$ical variable = T if seepage faces
are to be simulated for this recharge
period; otherwise = F.

C-7 to C-9 cards are present only if SEEP = T,

C-7 NFCS Number of possible seepage faces.

C-8 3J Number of nodes on the possible
seepage face.

JLAST Number of the node which initially
represents the highest node of the
seep; value can range from 0 (bottom

of the face) up to 33 (top of the
face).

C-9 J,N Row and column of each cell on possible
seepage face, in order from the lowest

to the highest elevation; JJ pairs of
values are required.

C-10 IBC Code for reading in boundary con-
ditions by individual node (IBC=0)

or by row or col,,-- (IBC=I).
one code may__be used for each recharge
period, and all boundary conditions

for period must be input in the seq-
uence for that code.

Line set C-If is read only if IBC_--_0. One line should be present

C-If J5 Row number of node.
NN Column number of node.
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Table 3.--Inpu_ data formats--Continued

Card Variable Description

C-ll--Con_inued

NTX Node _ype identifier for boundary
conditions.

= 0 for no specified boundary (needed
for rese_ing some nodes afuer intial
recharge period);

= I for specified pressure head;
2 for specified flux per unit hori-
zontal surface area in units of LT-I;

= 3 for possible seepage face;
= 4 for specified _oual head;

= 5 for evaporation;
= 6 for specified volumetric flow in

units of L3T -I

PFDUM Specified head for NTX = I or 4 or

specified flux for NTX = 2 or 6. If
codes 0, 3, or 5 are specified, the
line should contain a d,,mmyvalue for
PYDUM or should be _erminated after

NTX by a blank and a slash.

C-12 is present only if IBC = I. One card should be present for each row

or column for which new boundary conditions are specified, (
C-12 JoT Top node of row or col,_n of nodes

sharing same boundary condition.
J33 Bottom node of row or column of nodes

having same boundary condition. Will
equal JJT if a bo_?. rnw _ h_g
rxA_L_

NNL Lef_ column in row or col-,_ of nodes

having same boundary condition.
NNR Righn column of row or column of nodes

having same boundary condition. Will
equal NNI if a boundary column is
being read in.

NTX Same as line C-11.

PFDUM Same as iane C-11.

C-13 Designated end of recharge period. Must
be included after line C-12 data for

each recharge period. Two C-13 lines

must be included after final recharge
period. Line must always be entered
as 999999 /.
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A. VSTMER Controlsthe timesequenceof simulation:
a. At the start of each period havin E new boundary conditions

or source/sink strength values, reads them, and adjusts

material properties at the affected_boundaries.
b. Saves heads and moisture contents from previous time step.

c. Computes proper time-step length to: (I) minimize
oscillations; (2) end precisely a_ specified times when

results are to be saved; and (3) end precisely az the

end of the current recharge or evapotranspirauion period.

5. VSCOE_ Computes values of nonlinear coefficients using currenz values

of pressurehead.

6. VSHC._P Computes intercell conductances for each node.

7. VSMGL_ Confutes values of coefficients in nmtrix form of flow

equation and calls the solution routine.

8. VSSIP Uses the Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP) to solve matrix

equation.

9. VSFLUX Computes a fluid mass balance for each time step including
flux rates across Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries, and

prints _he results _o filgs 6 and 9.

I0. VSFLXI Computes intercell mass flux rates for Dirichlet boundary
nodes.

11. VSOUIT Controls output of arrays to file 6, 8, and 11. v/
12. VSOUT General output of array data to file 6. Prints a header and

desired array to file 6. " --

13. VSEVAP Computes evaporation from land surface as a function of

potential evaporation, the hydraulic conductivity of the

surface layer, _he pressure-potential difference between the

soil and the air, and a surface-resistance factor.

IA. VSPLNT Computes transpiration by plan_s_as a funcu$gn of potential

evapotra_pira_ion= root-activity functio_ hydraulic

conductivity of the soil, and the difference in pressure
head between the roots and the soil.

15. VSPOND Checks to see if podding, has occurred durin E infiltration.

16. VSSFAC Computes the position of the to__of_seepase:face boundaries.

17. VSPET Computes the potential evaporation rate, potential evapoUrans-

piration rate, and o_her variables required for calculation

of evaporation and/or evapotranspiration.

18. VSRDF Computes root activities by interpolating between the activity
a_ land surface and that at the maximum depth at rooting.

Separate groups of function subprograms are required to evaluate the soil

hydraulic properties.

19. Function subprograms for soil hydraulic properties are:

a. VSTHNV: Pressure head as a f_ucuion of volumetric moisture con_ent:

h(e).
b. VSTHU: Volumetric moisture content as a function of pressure_head:

e(h).
c. VSDTHU: First derivative of volumetric moisture content as a function

of pressure head, or specified moisture capacity:

d{e(h)]
db
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d. VSHKU Relative hydraulic conductivity as a function of pressure ("
head: K (h).

r

Four sets of function subprograms are lis_ed separately wi_h VS2D:

Brooks-Corey, van Genuchten, Haverka,_, and tabular interpolation. Only
one of these should be compiled and loaded with VS2D for any siren problem.
These sets are listed in At_achmen_ I.

File Definition

- I. INPUT FILE: File 5.

II. OUTPUT FILES: File 6, printer file:

Echo all input data, initial conditions, boundary
conditions; write pressure heads, total heads,

moisture contents, and/or saturations, as selected by
user for all time steps or user-selected times.

Optional mass balance for each time step, but ,,ass
balance and pressure head profile at end of simulation.
Written to from VSEXEC, VSREAD, VSTMF.R, V$OUT, and
VSOUTP.

File 7:

Time step number, elapsed simulation time, and maximum
head chanse for each iteration. Written to from VSOUTP
if F7P = T.

File 8:

Pressure head at all nodes at selected observation times;

written to from VSOUTP if FSP = T; includes one header (
record per observation time. Format is 8EI0.4.

Note: File 8 may be used to provide initial conditions for restaruin g
a simulation. The pressure-head profile for the selected time should

be placed in file IU, and read using option I for initial head
conditions (see input data description).

File 9:

Mass-balance s---,ary as a function of elapsed time
written to from VSFLUX if FgP = T; this s,,-_ary
contains evaporation, and evapotranspira_ion rates
from each time step; includes 3 header records.

File 11:

Total head, pressure head, moisture conten_, and saturation

at selected observation points for each time step;
written to from VSOUTP if FIIP= T.

Note: All header records include problem title, file identification, and
column headings.

MODEL VERIFICATION

The computer code was verified on five test problems. Owing to the
nonlinearity of _.bedescriptive flow equation (equation 13) closed-form

analTCic solutions are not available for most problems to which the code misht
be applied. Two tests of linear forms of equation 13 were made to verify the
code for rectansular and radial coordinates. The third verification test

(
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involves _he comparison of simulated resul_s to an analytical solution for a
steady-state nonlinear problem. Finally, two nonlinear simulations are

compared to experimental data.

When the conductance and storage terms in equation 13 are constant, it
can be written in r.hehorizontal direction as the linear diffusion equation:

%H 8ZH
a-_= D _ (53)

where : K

s

K = saturated hydraulic conductivity LT-I; and

Ss = specific storage, L-l-

with the initial condition H = H° at t = O; and the bou_adary conditions

H = Hi a_ x = 0, and H = H° at x = L, where L is _he length of the system.

If L is large enough that it can be considered infinite for the problem of

interest, the solution to equation 53 is (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

X z
/ H H° : erfc , (5&)

Hi - H°

where erfc is the complementary error function.

The computer code was applied to a one-dimensional column for which

D = 0.3118 cruz/rain,with a grid spacing of _x = 0.05 cm. Resulus are shown in

figure 19 for an elapsed time of 5 minutes. The boundary conditions used
were H. = 0 m; H = 3 m.1 o

The second linear test of the computer code was designed to evaluate the
adequacy of _he cylindrical geometry option. By making the hydraulic
properties constant, equation 13 can be written as the radial diffusion
equation:

aH D 8H %ZH

With the Neumann boundary conditions due to withdrawal of water at the origin
at the rate, _:
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Figure 19.--Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for
one-dimensional linear diffusion.

, (s6)
:-,.0 r _'= = 2j_b

where b is the thickness of the aquifer, L; with _he Dirichlet condition at

r = m of H ° and the initial condition, H = Ho, the solution to _his problem is

(Theis, 1935):

/_ -u
• du . (57)

Ho- H = 4_b u
rZS

s

4K t

The exponential integral was evaluated by series expansion using con-
suants given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1964).
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The computer code was applied to the problem described by equation 55,

subjec= to the following conditions:

H = 100 meters;o
K = 0.03472 meters per minute;

b = 10 meters.

= 13.369 cubic meters per minute; and

S = 3.0 x 10 -s per meter.s

The comparison between _he analytic and numerical solutions is shown in

figure 20 for r = 3.94 m. For _he numerical solution, a variable time step

was used, computed with _t i = 1.5 _t i-I. The initial time step size was

0.001 minute. A variable radial grid spacing (_r) was used starting with

0.05 m at the origin and increasing _r by a factor of 1.2 with each radial

increment.

The third verification problem involved the comparison of steady upward

flux to the a_mosphere as determined by simulation to that computed by an

analytical equation. That equation is based on a Haverkamp-type equation

relating unsaturated hydraulic conductivity to pressure head (equation 26)
wi_h _he restriction that the exponent B' is an integer varying from 2 to 5.

100 | I I l I I I I I
C

Z ANALYTIC SOLUTION

v_ 90 q • NUMERICAL SOLUTION

t_

so
3

,(

O
<

Q
< (10 -

O

_" SO I l I I l I I I I
0 100 200 300 400 S00 eO0 700 SO0 900 1000

TIME. IN MINUTES

Figure 20.--Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for
one-dimensional radial flow to a well in a confined aquifer.
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Based on this relation, the steady evaporation rate is given by the equation (
(Ripple and others, 1972):

Em _)B'i-- = C [ _ _]s', (58_
B'sin ],

where Em = evaporation rate at land surface when the pressure bead is
equal to minus infinity, LT-_; and

L = distance from the Water table to land surface, L.

This equation is strictly valid only when E=<<K.

The following fixed parameters were used in the verification problem:

K = 0.I0 m/day;

L = 1.00 m;

A' = -0. I0 m;

B' = 3; .and

SRES = 2./_Z

Results of several simulations are listed in table &. Only _hree-place
accuracy is listed because the analytical equation itself may be in error in
the fourth place, due to an approximating assumption in its evaluation. " (

O_her runs, not listed, showed r.hat the program could achieve abou_

1-percent accuracy using arithmetic mean weighuing and a variable grid

spacing star_ing with a vertical increment of 5 mm at land surface.

Table 4.--Simulation results for stead_ evaporation

[mm, millimeters; m, meters]

Grid Weighting Pressure head Evaporation rate,
spacing, mm scheme in a_mosphere, m ,--/dayxl0-I

20 Geometric -100 1.77

20 Do -500 1.73

20 Do -I,000 1.71
40 Do -I00 1.77

40 Do -500 1.70

20 Arithmetic -I00 1.92
20 Do -500 1.96

20 Do -1,000 1.97

20 Upstream -I00 2.23
20 Do -I,000 2.11

Analytical solution 1.77
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• Table 4 illustrates some of t_e problems involved in numerically

/ simulating highly nonlinear equations. Under some conditions, the simulated

flux matched that computed using the analytical equation exactly, indicating
that the program is performing correctly. However, _he results are highly

dependent on the node spacing, weighting scheme, and imposed pressure head in

t.he a_mosphere. The results suggest t.hat us_ of _he geometric mean weighting
scheme with a fairly small grid spacing, at least at _he land-surface

boundary, is advisable.

For the fourth verification problem, simulation results were compared to
experimental results by Haverkamp and o_hers (1977) for vertical infiltration

of water into sand. The hydraulic properties and Haverkamp function values
listed for soil in table I were used to-simulate _he sand.

The initial and boundary conditions are as follows:

U < 0 0 < z < 0.70 m h = -0.615 m

t _ 0 z = 0 Infiltration rate at top of
col-,_ = 0.1369 m/h.

t > 0 z _ 0.70 m h = -0.615 m.

The geometric mean was used to determine the interblock relative hydraulic

conductivity. Vertical grid spacing was uniformly set at I cm. As figure 21

shows, the model-computed results match reasonably well with the experimental
data, especially at larger times.

/

0 I | I
•EXPERIMENTAL DATA "

4

0.1 • SIMULATED RESULTS e_ 1

L

O.E

0.6

0.7
"0 0.1 0.2 0.3

VOLUMETRIC MOISTURE CONTENT, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 21.--Comparison of moisture content profiles with those measured

by Haverkamp and others (1977, p. 285) for one-dimensional vertical
infiltration.
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Use of upstream weighting, ari_metic mean, and geometric mean to com_ute f
the interblock relative hydraulic conductivity are compared for rd_is problem

in figure 22. Unlike _he problem involving bare soil evaporation, the

results are not significantly affected by _he weighting scheme. In fact,

results are vir_ually identical for the geometric and arithmetic means. Bo_h

show a sharper front _an r.hat determined using upstream weighting.

Verification problem 5 illustrates the seepage face option. The problem

was based on an experime=_ reported by Duke (1973) and Hedstrom and others

(1971). This experiment was also simulated by Davis and Neuman (1983).

For the experiment, a 12.20 m long flume was packed to a height of 1.22 m

_ with Poudre Sand. A constant rate of infiltration was applied to _he soil

surface and water levels were kept equal to _he bottom of the flume at its

ends. The objective of the experiment was to determine the location of the

free-water surface once steady-state conditions were achieved.

The hydraulic properties of the Poudre Sand are described by functions

of the Brooks-and-Corey-type (equations 18, 23, and 27) with the values:

8 = 0.348;
S

= -.19 m;

A = 1.6;

e = 0;
r

K = 5.564 m/d;

(
w I i | _Q

Is

_a

0.1 *-.

0..2 Hou+' 8,,

0.2 - ,. • ,*I •

a: qIL

.,0.1'- * -

_ Z
L _

0.8 Ho.r *4"
0.5 - _

I •

,,, * GEOMETRIC MEAN

0.6 -__ * ARITHMLP?lC MEAN
• UPSTREAM WEIGHTING

0.7 I 1 l J
o.Io o.IE 0.,20 o.2.s 1.30

VOLUMETRIC MOISTURE CONTENT, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 22.--Comparison of effects of using different methods for determining

interblock relative hydraulic conductivity in vertical infiltration problems.
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The simulated cross section was 1.22 m high and 6.10 m long (because of
symmeCz'y, iC was necessary Co simulate only one-half of r.heflume). The
boUuom and right hand boundaries were impermeable. The soil surface nodes
were assigned a consr.ant flux of 0.1035 m/d. The left-hand boundary was
specified as a possible =eepage face. Initial heads were set at s_atic
equilibrium.

A total of 1,344 nodes (42 rows by 32 columns) was used for the

simulation. Grid spacing was variable in both dimensions, being fine (a

minimum of 0.01 m) near the soil surface and near _he seepage facL.
t

The simulation was run until steady state was reached, as determined by

specifying tha_ the maximum head change between sequenuial tim_ sueps be less

r.han 10-6 m. Steady state was reached at approximately 5.89 days (136 time
steps). Figure 23 shows the steady snare location of _he free-water surface

as simulated by VSlD and as measured by Duke (1973). The simulation results
match the experimental data closely, but not exactly. According to Duke

(1973), local nonhomogeneity may have added some scatter to the experimenual
data. Figure 24 shows the veruical distribution of pressure heads at the left

hand boundary as computed by VSID and by Davis and Neuman (1983). Agreement
is good between the two simulations, with VSID producing slightly higher

pressures throughout the vertical.

/ "

0 i l | I I

• MEASURED LOCATtON OF FREEWATER SURFACE
SIMULATED LOCATION OF FREEWATER SURFACE

0.4

"
"_ 0.|

_.2 t i I I I
.0 1 2 3 4 S 6

OISTANCF FROM DRAIN. IN METERS

Figure 23.--Comparison of simulated and measured location of the free-water
surface for the drainage problem of Duke (1973).
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Figure 2&.--Conrparison of pressure head profiles at the left hand boundary
as computed by VS2D and Davis and Neuman (1983) for _he drainage problem
of Duke (1973).

(
Example Problems

Two example problems follow. These are designed to check out the

program after iI has been insualled on a particular compuner system.

Compleue lisuings of input daua and paruial lisnings of program ouupuU are
given for each example.

Example Problem 1

Example I is a problem of one-dimensional vertical infiltrauion inuo a

medium of uniform initial pressure head (Baca and King, 1978). The porous

medium is Glendale clay loam; its hydraulic properties are described by the

Brooks and Corey equations with r.hefollowing constanus:

= -0.05_ m;

A = 0.2;

8 = 0.52;
S

O = 0.0; andr

K = 0.0375 e/h.

Initial pressure head is uniformly sec at -1.31 =. At 0 hours a constant
pressure head, equal to -0.05_ =, is applied to she uppermost node. The
simulation then proceeds for 3.0 hours. The length of the simulated column

is 0.60 m. A uniform grid spacing of 0.01 m is used. Time step size is (
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constant at 0.I hours Depth profiles of saturation are computed at four
times, and time profiles of heads, saturations and moisture contents are
output for six points in the profile.

Input data fo_ this problem are listed in table 5. In addition to the

input data, each line except the first is keyed to _he input descriptions in
table 3, followed by a short description on the line itself. This information

does not interfere with the r_--ing of the program.

A partial listing of output to file 6 is EHven in table 6. The first

pages of _his table represent the echoed input data. These are followed by
one-line s,,---ariesof each time step until the time designated for depth-
profile output to files 6 and 8 is reached. The saturation profile (since
SPNT is TRUE) is then printed to file 6. Had PPNT, _NT, and/or PPNT been set
to TRUE, moisture content and/or head profiles would also have been listed

in file 6 at this point. Also printed out at this time is a table showing the
mass balance. _ass balance summaries for each time step could have been

obtained by setting F6P = TRUE. In general, this output would be des_nated

only when the user was trying to diagnose the cause of convergence problems.

A partial listing of output to file 8 is given in table 7. Note that this

table lists the pressure head values for all nodes, including the inactive

ones, at the user-designated times. The main purpose of this file is to

provide initial conditions for restarting a simulation. For example, assume
that the simulation failed to converge shortly after an hour had been
simulated, and a new shorter time step was desired after that time. In this

, case, the TI_ = and the following blank line would be deleted, and the file"
renumbered for use as input to VSREAD, specifying the file number and format
in card B-13.

A listing of output to file 9 is given in table 8. This file summarizes

the mass balance for each time step in concise form. The meanings of the
abbreviated col-mn headings are as follows:

Headin S Description

FLXINI Flux into domain across specified pressure head boundaries.

FLXOUTI Flux out of domain across specified pressure head boundaries.

FLXIN2 Flux into domain across specified flux boundaries.

FLXOUT2 Flux out of domain across specified flux boundaries.

TOTAL ET Total evapotranspiration flux (the sum of plant transpiration
and evaporation) into domain (thus negative).

TRANSP Plant transpiration.

EVAP Bare soil evaporation.

DEL$ Time rate of change in storage in domain.

ERROR Sum of fluxes Cincluding evapotranspiration) minus the rate of
storage change.

_ERROR Error divided by the change in storage, the quotient
multiplied by 100.
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The main uses of file 9 are to provide data on total evapotranspiration, (
evaporation, and transpiration rates, and to provide a concise summary of the
mass balance for each t_ne step.

The output _o file 11 for example problem 1 is shown in table 8. For
this table, H signifies total head, P, pressure head; THETA, moisture content;
and SAT, saturation. A major use of file 11 is to provide data for preparing
g_lphic output.

Example problem 1 was selected as a relatively simple problem, both
conceptuai17 and for data input, that nonetheless provides a good demon-
stration of the ability of the code to solve severely nonlinear problems.
However, simulation results have differed slightly, particularly in che number
of iterations required and in the mass balance, between the Prime I Model 750
and Prime Model 9950 computers. OCher slight differences occurred between
object codes generated by the Prime F77 revision 19.2.10 and the F77 revision
19.4 that were run on the Prime Model 9950 computer. Thus, the user should
not concern himself with small variations in the mass balance or in variations
in the total number of iterations required so long as the mass balances, the
generated profiles, and the time histories, are in reasonable agreement with
the equivalent output generated by his machine.

(

1Use of brand names in this report is for identification purposes only
and does not constitute an endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey.

(
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Table 5.--Input data for example problem 1

ONE-DIMENSIONALINFILTRATION EXAHPLE1
3.00 O.OO A2--_4AX SIMULATION TIME, INITIAL TIME

(34 HRGRAH A3--UN[TS
3 62 A4--NO. OF COUJNNS,NO. OF ROWS

1 40 A§--NO. OF RECHARGEPERIOOS, NO. OF TIME STEPS
F T A6-oRAOIAL7 [TSTOP7
T T T T F AT--OUTPUT TO ;ILE 117 77 87 97 MASSBAL TO 67
F T F F AB--PRINT THETA? SATURATION?PKSS. HEAD? TOTAL HEAD?

1 1.0 Ag--IFACoFACX
1 1.0 All--jFAC,FACZ

- 4 A13--NO. OF TIMES TO PRINT PROFILES
0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 A14--TIME$ TO PRINT PROFILES

6 A15--NO. OF POINTS FOR OUTPUTDATA
5 Z I0 2 16 2 22 2 30 2 40 Z A16--ROW,COLUNNFOR EACHPOINT

• 002 .50 0.0 BI--CLOSURE CR[TER[DN, HHAX, _EIGHTING FOR KR
1.0 BZ--FLUID DENSITY

Z ZOO B3--NIN ITS, MAX ITS
T B4--HEAO_3READ AS INITIAL CONDITIONS?
1 6 BS--NO. OF TEXTURES, NO. OF FROPERTIESFOR EACHTEXTURE

1 BB--TEXTURE CLASS
1.0 3.125 0.0 0.52 -5.4 0.0 0.20 BT--ANIZ, K.SAT,S$,POR,HB,P.SAT,LMDA

1 BB--TEXTURE CLASSREAOBY BLOCK
1 3 BZ -1 BIO--F[RST COL, LAST COL, LAST ROM, CLASSCODE
0 -130.0 Bll--HEAD CODE. ZNITIAL HEADOR FACTOR
F,F B14--EVAPORATION ? PLANT TRANSPIRATION?

3.00 O.lO CI--TPER,DELT
1.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 CZ--ll_ULT,DELTHAX,OELTN[N,TRED
100. 0 C3--OSMAX.$TERR

/ 0 C4--POND
F C5--RESULTS TO FILE B EVERYTIME STEP?
F F F CB--EVAP? TRANSPIRATION?SEEPAGEFACES?
0 CIO--EOUNOARYCONOITION BY POINT
2 2 1 -5.4 Cll--RO_ COLUMNCODEPFDUM
999999 / C13 ENDOF BOUNDARYCONDITIONSFORTPER
999999 / C13 ENDOF FZLE
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Table 7.--Partial lisaing of outpu_ to file 8 for example problem I

TIME = 0.5000E+00 KR

-I,300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.466E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.573E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.746E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-6.023E+00-l.100E+02

-I.300E+02-6.473E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-7.226E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-8.548E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.107E+01-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.655E+01-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-3.059E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-6.600E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-1.095E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.263E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.294E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.299E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-!.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E 00E+02"

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E 0E+02-1.300E�-I.300E+02-1.300E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E ��!-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E �Ø!-I.300E+02-1.300E 00E� "-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E �d#-I.300E+02-1.299E+02-1.300E �($-I.300E+02-1.298E 00E�ì$-I.300E 293E00E �¬%-I.300E 300E 0E�4'TIME = 0.1000E ´�l�ER

-I.300E+02-1.300E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.405E 300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.413E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.425E+00-1.300E_02

-I.300E+02-5.444E 300E+02

-I.300E 73E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.517E 0E+02

-I.300E+Q2-5.583E .300E��1s7 AR 020825



Table 7.--PsrCial listing of output _o file 8 for example problem l--Continued

(-
-Z.300E+02-5.683E+00-1.300E+02
-1.300E+O2-S.835E+00-Z.300E+02
-Z.300E+02-6.068E+00-Z.300E+02 _ _
-L.300E+02-6.431E+00-L.300E+02
-1.300E+02-7.011E+00-L.300E+02
-1.300E+02-7.974E+00-L.300E+02
-L.300E+02-9.677E+00-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-L.300E+01-L.300E+02
-I.300E+02-2.056E .300E+02
-I.300E+02-4.053E+0L-I.300E+02
-I.300E+02-8.322E+01-L.300E+02
-I.300E+02-L.182E+02-L.300E+02
-I.300E+02-L.280E+02-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-1.297E+02-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-!.300E+02-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-!.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E �´�-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E �t�-L.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-I.300E+02-1.300E+02

-1.300E+02-1.299E+02-1.300E+02 (-1.300E+O2-1.298E+O2-1.300E+02
-1.300E+02-1.295E+02-1.300E+02
-1.300E+02-1.289E+02-1.300£+02
-1.300Z+02-1.300£+02-1.300£+02

TIM_ = 0.3000E+0! ER

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 0E+02
-I.300E 0E+00-1.300E �¸&-I.300E 00E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02
-I.300E+02-5.400E 00E�T+-I.300E 00E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E 0E �¨--I.300E 0E 0E+02

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02 (

-I.300E+02-5.400E+00-1.300E+02
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Table 7.--Partial lis_ing of ou_pu_ _o file 8 for ezau_le problem l--ConUinued/

-1.300E+02-5.401E+00-L.300E+02

-L.300E E+00-1.300E+02
-L.300E+02-5.401E+00-1.300E �•�-L.300E+02-_.402E E+02

-L.300E+02-S.402E+00-L.300E+02
-1.300E+02-S.403E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.405E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.408E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.411E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.416E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.424E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.436E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.453E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.478E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.515E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.570E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.653E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.776E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-5.963E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-6.249E+00-1.300E t�-I.300E+02-6.698E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-?.421E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-8.646E+00-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.089E+01-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.551E+01-1.300E+02

- -I.300E+02-2.678E+01-1.300E+02

-I.300E+G2-5.625E+01-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.016E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.243E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.291E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.299E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-!.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E 00E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-!.300E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.299E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E*02-1.298E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.297E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.295E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.291E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.286E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E+02-1.278E+02-1.300E+02

-I.300E*02-1.300E+02-1.300E+02
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Example Problem 2

Example 2 is a complex two-dimensional problem involving infiltration,

evaporation, and evapotranspiration. The simulated section (fiE. 25)
consists of a 1.5-m _hick clay layer which overlies a 0.6-m r.hick gravel

layer. A discontinuous 0.3-m r.hicE sand lens is embedded in _he clay at a

depth of 0.4 m. The width of the simulated section is 3.0 m. The sand lens
extends from the left-hand side boundary for a distance of 1.5 m. During the

simulation, _he lens a_s as a capillary barrier, affecting infiltration,

evaporation, and plant-roo_ extraction ra_es.

Four recharge periods, totaling 77 days, are simulated. For the first

period, rainfall, au a ra_e of 75 ,--/day, is allowed to infiltrate for I day.

The second period consists of bare-soil evaporation (PEV = 2.0 -,-/day) for
30 days. This is followed in the third period by another l-day long
rainfall at the rate of 75 =m/day. The final period lasts for 45 days and

consists of both evaporation and evapoUranspiration. The user-defined

variables that control evaporation and evapotranapiration are assumed to

remain constant throughout the simulation, with the exception of PET, RTDPTH,

and HROOT. The length of the line seEments over which these parameters vary
is 30 days.

Input data for this problem are listed in _able 10. The grid contains
672 nodes (29 rows and 24 col-mns variably spaced). Initial conditions

consist of an equilibrium head profile specified above a fixed water table

at a depth of 2.0 m. The minimum pressure head is set at -I.00 m. The

/ hydraulic properties of the three different lithologies are represented by "
the Brooks-Corey functions.

_x

-Z

EXPLANATION

INACTIVE NODE

CLAY

SAND

GRAVEL

Figure 25.--Vertical section for example problem I.
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. This problem illustrates some of _he difficulties involved in simulation
of highly nonlinear systems. During the second and fourth periods, when bare

soil evaporation and transpiration are allowed, convergence was not achieved
unless _he initial time step for the period was about I0-s day. Attempts

were made to use a larger initial time step by first decreasing _L%X and then

invoking upstream weighting. Neither approach was successful. 0_her simu-

lation experiments have indicated r.hatproblems involving evaporation or

evapotranspiration from fine-grained materials overlying coarse-grained
materials that contain a water _able are particularly difficult. _onetheless,

such problems generally can be solved by reducing the length of the initial
time step andCor) by adjusting _he value of HMAX.

Partial listings of output files 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 are shown in tables
11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 respectively. The pressure-head profiles listed in

table 11 show that by the end of _he _hird recharge period, complicated flow

patterns have developed in the vicinity of the right hand edge of the sand
lens. This is further illustrated by figure 26, which shows the change in

pressure head with respect to time at four of the observation nodes. These
nodes are located at the same depth (0.33 m) and at horizontal distances of

0.11, 1.46, 1.5_, and 2.89 m, respectively. The first two are in the sand
lens and the last two are in the clay layer. After 60 days of simulated

evapotranspiration the difference in pressure head between the node (at 0.11 m,

1.46 m) and the adjacent node (at 0.1 m, 1.54 m) is approximately 700 ca.

(

"..1000
O

cn

_ .Is_ -
L 0.33 METER DEPTH, 1.54 METER DISTANCE (rJIIvl

_ 0.33 METER DEPTH. 2.B9 METER DISTANCE (clay)
.... 0.33 METER DEPTH. 1.46 METER DISTANCE (send)
_-_ 0.33 METER DEPTH. 0.I 1 METER DISTANCE (send)

-2ooo
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 S6 63 70 77

TIME. IN DAYS

Figure 26.--Pressure-head profile at four locations for example problem 2. _
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Figure 27 shows evaporation and evapotranspiration rates at different

times. During _he second recharge period, evaporation occurs at the
potential rate until about day 15, after which ",.herate is limited by r,he
ability of the soil to conduct water to the surface. This same trend is

shown in _he fourth recharge period. The rate of evaporation is equal Uo the
potential rate from day 32 to day 44, and decreases steadily thereafter. The

evapotranspiration rate is equal to the potential rate from day 32 to day
54. The ra_e increases constantl7 during _hat time because PET was allowed

to increase. After day 54 _he evapotranspiration rate is limited by the
ability of the soil to conduct water to the roots. At about day 57 _here is

a slight increase in this rate. This is somewhat of an anomaly and is

related to the presence of r.he sand lens as well as ehe simplistic manner in
which evapotranspira_ion is simulated.

20 I I i I I i I I I i

0
d. o

S

_P

_.4o /

E

z-SO .....
X

- 4o- \\
.... EVAPORA_ON

.100 --- EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
EVAPORATION PLUS

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

-120 I I I I I I I
0 7 14 21 28 35 42 48 ._ 63 70 77

TIME, IN DAYS

Figure 27.--Evaporation and evapotranspiration rates as functions of time for

example problem 2.
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C
Table 13.--Partial lis_ng of output to file 8 for Gxample problem 2

TIME = 0.5000E+00 DA_S

-1.5_E_-_.5_E_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E_-1.5_E+_-_.5_E_-_.5_E_

-1.5_E+_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E+_-1.5_E+_-_.5_E_-_.5_E-1.5__E+__-l.5__E___-1.5__E+__-_.5__E___-_.5__E___-_.5__E___-l.5__E+__-_.5__E �1.500E+00 0.000E-01 0.000E-Of 0.000E-01 0.000E-01 0.000E-01 0.000E-0!-I.992E-0!

-3.27_E+_-7.922E+_-_.267E_-_.8_8E_-2.395E E_-3.36_E+_-3.77_E_

-4.052E 225E8E+01-4.323E+01-4.332E*01-%.335E+01-4.336EL�x�1.500E+00

4.500E+00-6.807E-01-6.753E-01-6.642E-01-6.559E-01-6.702E-01-7.986E-01-1.492E_00

-4.592E+__-9.258E___-_.4_4E+__-_.96_E___-2.552E+__-3._9_E+__-3.527E+__-3.9_5E �Ô�-4.211E 80E0E+01-4.474E+01-4.482E485E_01-4.486EP�x�4.500E+00

7.500E+00-!.361E+00-1.351E 28E+00-1.311E+00-1.336E+00-1.570E+00-2.607E'00

-5.734E+_-i._42E_-1.529E_-2._6E+_-2.7_8E_-3.27lE+_-3.7_2E_-4._5E*_

-4.380E 540E+01-4.603E+0!-4.625E+01-4.633E635E636E+017.500E_00

1.125E+01-2.213E+00-2.195E+00-2.158E+00-2.127E+00-2.!57E+00-2.487E+00-3.80!E �œ�-6.939E+__-_._66E+__-_.666E 6E___-2.936E+__-3.5_9E+_i-3.967E+__-4.359E+__

-4.602E+01-4.746E+01-4.797E+01-4_815E .821E23E.824E_0!1.125E+01

1.575E+01-3.235E+00-3.210E+00-3.154E+00-3.101E SE+00-3.481E+00-4.911E+00

-7.98_E_-_.27_E+_-_.79_E_1-2.46_E_1-3.227E_-3.866E+_-4.322E*_-4.688E+_

-4.889E 02E+01-5.041E+01-5.054E+01-5.058E+01-5.060E+01-5.060E+011.575E+01

2.100E 428E 5E.317E.230E+00-4.!95E+00-4.507E+00-5.860E4�-8.7_7E+_-_.332E+_-1.874E_-2.637E_-3.6_8E_-4.347E_-4.776E _92E_i

-5.250E+01-5.334E+01-5.370E+01-5.382E+01-5.386E 7E387E_012.100E T�à�(
2.700E 94E+00-5.753E+00-5.649E+00-5.512E+00-5.372E+00-5.480E+00-6.463E+00

-8.7_2E+_-_.29_E+_-_.827E_1-2.698E_-4.2_E+_-4.94_E+_-5.323E_-5.6_5E_

-5.779E+01-5.862E+01-5.895E 5E+01-5.909E+01-5.910E+01-5.910E+012.700E+01

3.300E*01-3.716E+01-3.720E+01-3.735E+0!-3.764E+01-3.823E+01-3.936E+01-4.130E_01

-4.413E+_1-4.795E+__-5.2__E+__-5.628E+__-5.336E+__-5.692E+__-6._46E__i-6.35_E „�-6.515E 93E+01-6.622E+01-6.631E+01-6.634E+01-6.635E+0!-6.635E+0!3.300E �H�3.900E 694E+01-7.702E+01-7.731E5E+01-7.887E+01-8.060E+01-8.304E+01

-8.585E+_-8.869E+_-9._85E+_-8.8_7E+_-6.4_4E+_-6.689E_-7._E+_-7.278E+_

-7.425E 492E+01-7.515E+0!-7.523E+01-7.525E+01-7.526E 526E+0!3.900E+01

4.650E+01-9.932E 2E4E+01-9.936E+01-9.941E+01-9.949E+0!-9.959E+01

-9.968E+__-9.977E+_1-9.978E+__-9.788E+__-8.___E+__-8.26_E+__-8.439E___-8.6_5E+__

-8.691E 729E41E+01-8.745E+01-8.746E747E+01-8.747ET�x�4.650E+01

5.550E 4E+02-1.024E24E+02-1.024E4E+02-1.024E+02-1.024E+02

-_._24E_2-_._23E+_2-_._22E_2-_._4E_2-9.4_8E_-9.433E_-9.475E+_-9.52_E+_

-9.547E 559E+01-9.563E5E+01-9.565E5E+01-9.565E+015.550E Ô�$&6.450E+01-1.087E+02-1.087E+02-1.087E+02-1.087E+02-1.087E+02-1.086E+02-1.086E+02

_8_E+_2_82E+_2_74E+_2_._54E+_2-_5E+_2-9.9_9E+_-9.872E_-9.86_E_

-9.864E .866E.867E+OI-9.867E.867E 867E+OI-9.867E+OI6.450E+01

7.350E+01-1.040E+02-1.040E+02-1.040E 0E+02-1.040E0E+02-1.040E+02

-_._3_E+_2-_._37E+_-_._32E_2-_._23E_2-_._8E+_2-9.993E_-9.956E+_-9.94_E+_

-9.936E+01-9.935E+01-9.935E+01-9.935E+01-9.935E+01-9.935E .935E+017.350E+01

8.400E+01-1.005E+02-1.005E+02-1.005E+02-1.005E+02-1.005E+02-1.005E+02-1.004E �”+-_.__4E+_2-_.__3E__2-_.___E+_2-9.98_E_C_-9.939E+__-9.9_9E+__-9.892E___-9.883E+__

-9.879E+O!-9.879E+O1-9.879E+O1-9.879E+Ol-9.879E 79E+OI-9.879E+OI8.400E �$-9.750E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E+01-9.572E ð--9.57_E_l-9.568E_-9.563E 6E+_-9.548E_-9.54_E_-9.537E_-9.534E_

-9.533E 533E33E3E3E+01-9.533E3EX�x�9.750E+01(

1.125E+02-8.553E+01-8.553E 53E+Cl-8.553E553E553E+01-8.553E�Ä0120
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Table 13.--Partial listing o[ output to file 8 for example problem 2--Continued

-8.553E+0_-8.552E 5_E_-8.55_E_-8.549E_-8.548E_-8.547E_-8.54_E��("

-8.546E 46E.546E46E+01-8.546E546E6Ep�€�1.125E�4�I;260E+G2-7.239E 339E+OI-7.339E+OI-7.339E.33gE .339E+OI-7.339E+OI

-7.339E 339E_-_.339E+_-7.338E_-7.338E_-7.338E_-_.338E_-7.338E_

-7.338E .338E38E+OI-7.338E 338E+01-7.338E+01-7.338E+011.260E+02

1.365E+O2-6.320E 0E+01-6.320E+01-6.320E 20E0E20E˜�<-6.32_E___-6.32_E___-6.32_E___-6.32_E___-6.32_E___-6.32_E___-6.32_E 32_E___

-6.320E+GI-6.320E 0E+01-6.320E+01-6.320ECE+01-6.320E+011.365E �Ä1.440E 6E+OI-5.576E+01-5.576E76E76E+01-5.576E+01-5.576E�„-5.576E_-5.576E_1-5.576E_-5.576E_-5.576E_-5.576E_-5.576E_-5.576E_

-5.5_6E+01-5.576E+01-5.576E+01-5.576E+01-5.576E 576E+01-5.576E+011.440E+02

1.500E+G2-4.995E+01-4.995E+01-4.995E+01-4.995E 995E+01-4.995E995E+01

-4.995E___-4.995E__1-4.995E+__-4.9_5E+_1-4.995E___-4.995E___-4.995E___-4.995E+__

-4.995E+0!-4.995E 995E+01-4.995E+OI-4.995E+01-4.995E+01-4.995Eh�t�1.500E�H�1.560E+02-4.392E+01-4.392E+01-4.392E 392E392E+01-4.392E_01-4.392E���-4.392E___-_.3_2E+__-4.392E__1-4.3_2E__1-4.392E 392E___-4.392E___-4.392E___

-4.392E+0!-4.392E+01-4.392E 392E+OI-4.392E+01-4.392E+01-4.392E+011.560E �•�1.635E+02-3.583E+0I-3.SS3E+OI-3.583E+OI-3.583E+01-3.583E+0!-3.583E+0I-3.583E T�_3_583E+___3_583E+__-3.583E__1-3.583E+_1-3.583E+_1-3.583E+__-3_583E__1-3.583E+_1

-3.583E+OI-3.583E 583E+OI-3.583E+O1-3.583E+OI-3.583E+OI-3.583E t�t�1.635E+02

1.725E+02-2.502E+01-2.502E 2E+OI-2;502E+01-2.502E+01-2.502E+01-2.502E+01

-2.5_2E___-2.5_2E___-2.5_2E__1-2.5_2E___-2.5_2E__1-2.5_2E__1-2.5_2E___-2.5_2E__1

-2.502E+01-2.502E+0!-2.502E+OI-2.502E+01-2.502E+01-2.502E 2Eh�x�1.725E+02

1.815E+O2-1.553E+OI-I.553E+OI-I.553E+Ol-I.553E 553E+OI-I.553E+OI-I.553E+OI

-1.553E___-_.553E 3E___-1.553E___-_.553E___-_.553E+__-_.553E+__-_.553E___

.- -I.553E+01-1.553E E+01-1.553E+01-1.553E+01-1.553E+01-1.553E+011.815Ei02 f
t1.905E+02-6.504E 504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E8÷h�8˜�€�-6.5_4E+_-6.5_4E+_-6_5_4E+_-6.5_4E+_-6_5_4E E_-6.5_4E+_-6_5_4E+_

-6.504E+00-6.504E E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+00-6.504E+001.905E+02

2.010E+02 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E �t�4.000E+004.000E+00 4.000E+00

4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00 4.000E+00

4.000E+00 4.000E+O0 4.00OE+00 4.000E+00 4.000E L�x4.000E+00 2.010E+02

2.145E+02 2.145E H�t2.145E+02 2.145E L�t2.145E#02 2.145E �Ð�2.145E+82 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E l�x�2.145E+02

2.145E+02 2.145E H�t2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02 2.145E+02

TIM_ = 0.1000E+01 DAYS

-_.5_E_O-_.5_E_-_.5_E_-_.5_E+_-_.5_E_-_.5_E_-_.5_E_-_.5_E+_

-1.5__E+__-1.5__E___-_.5__E___-_.5__E___-_.5__E 5__E+__-_.5__E___-_.5__E�0%-__5___+__-l_5__E___-__5__E+__-__5__E___-__5__E _.5__E+__-_.5__E+__-1_5__E+__

Z.500E+00-1.182E+00-1.213E+00-1.289E 411E48E+00-2.105E+00-2.868E�´&-3.9_9E+__-5_279E___-6.6_5E___-8_36_E___-1__25E___-_.2_4E+__-1_39_E+__-1_588E___

-Z.784E+01-1.970E 130E250E340E+01-2.421E+01-2.469E'l�x�1.500E�@(4.500E 681E+OO-2.711E+OO-2.786E+OO-2.906E+OO-3.140E+OO-3.589E+OO-4.339E�)-5.378E_-6.73_E_-8._27E_-9.837E_-_._5E 366E_-_.542E_-_.74_E_

-I.936E 2E82E+OI-2.402E+OI-2.491E+OI-2.572E+OI-2.620E+OI4.500E+00

7.500E+00-4.180E+00-4.209E+00-4.282E 397E+00-4.622E+00-5.056E+00-5.783E+00

-6._96E+_-8._29E+_-9.53_E_-_._2_E+_-_.325F+_1-_.52_E+_-_.698E_-_.896E+_

-2.091E+0!-2.276E+01-2.435E+01-2.554E+01-2.643E+01-2.724E+01-2.?72E+01 7.500E+00

1.125E+OI-6.053E 0E+OO-6.148E+OO-6.255E65E+OO-6.870E3E+O0

-8.5_5E__O-9.8_3E+__-_._2_E+__-_.3_2E___-_.5_3E___-_.__6E___-_.897E+__-2._95E___

-2.289E+0!-2.472E+01-2.629E E+01-2.834E+01-2.915E+01-2.962E+011.125E �L/1.575E+0!-8.300E+00-8.323E+00-8.382E+O0-8.476E+00-8.659E+C0-9.013E 16E+00

I
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LIST OF $YP_OL$

A = area of grid-block face, Lz

A' - scaling length in Haverkamp relative hydraulic conductivity
function, L -

[A] = coefficient matrix

[A] = linear equivalent of [A]

B' = exponent in Haverkamp relative hydraulic conductivity function, i°

[B] = matrix containing all conductance terms of [A]

c = specific moisture capacity, L-Im

C --mass concentration of solutes in liquid in Van't Hoff Law, _L-3

= conductance to liquid across a grid-block face, MI-1T -I

= volumetric lumped storage term for a given cell, M1-I

D = ratio between hydraulic conductivity and specific storage, or

.- hydraulic diffusivity, for saturated systems, LZT -I

(,
E= = evaporation rate from bare soil overlying shallow water table
. LT- I

EV = evaporation rate, LT-I

fl = specified-liquid-flux function, MT -I

f2 = specified-total-potential function, L

g = gravitational acceleration, LT"z

G = arbitrary function

[Gs] = diagonal matrix of storage terms, used in Newnon-Raphson
linearization

h = relative humidity of soil gas, L°

h = relative humidity of air, L°
a

h = pressure potential expressed as the height of a column of water, L

= bubbling or air-entry pressure potential, L

hm = pressure potential of water in soil in block s surrounding a
root, L

ho = osmotic pressure potential, L

hpond = pressure potential corresponding to depth of ponding, L

hrooc = pressure potential in plant root, L

hz = elevation or position potential, L {
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H = total potential, LJ

HA = water pressure potential of the ar_nosphere, L

h"ek = residual vector at knh iteration

= lumped harmonic mean saturated hydraulic conductivity term for
left side of finite-difference cell, L2T-I

HKTT = lumped harmonic mean saturated conductivity term for top side of
finite-difference cell, LZT -I

i = index to time steps, i°

- j = index to finite-difference grid in the horizontal (x or r)
direction, L°

k = reference index to a face of grid block, Ls

= intrinsic permeability, i2

K = saturated hydraulic conductivity, LT_I

Kxx , Kzz = saturated hydraulic conductivity in the x and z directions, LT -I

= linearized unsaturaturated hydraulic conductivity, LT-I

Kr = relative hydraulic conductivity to liquid, L°

L = length of horizontal colunm, L

M : mass of a mole of water, M Mol" I
W

m = reference index to an arbitrary Erid block, L

m : dimension of coefficient matrix equal to the number of rows times
the number of columns

= number of faces in arbitrary grid block

= number of volume subdivisions in column

n = index to finite-difference grid in the vertical (z) direction, L°

n = general coordinate direction, L°

= water-vapor pressure in the soil a_mosphere, _L'IT -z

= saturated water-vapor pressure over a flat surface of pure water,
o _I_IT_ z

: average water pressure, MI-1T -z.

PEV : potential evaporation rate, LT-1

PET = potential evapotranspiration rate, LT"1

= evapotranspiration flux from a surface area, MT-1

q : volumetric flux per unit volume, T-:

= volumetric discharge, L3T-I

%= = liquid flux to roots in block m, MT"I

r = radial coordinate, L

rc = radius of a capillary tube, L
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f
r(z,t) = root activity factor, L"z

R = ideal gas constant, _fLzT'ZK-I Mol -I

Rm = resistance of soil in block m, T1

R = resistance of root system, TL
root

RHS = vgctor containing all known quantities in flow equation

$ = specific storage, L-Is

s = liquid saturation, L°

= surface of an arbitrary volume, L2

s = effective saturation, L°
e

t = time, T

tpond = pondinx time, T
T = absolute temperature, K
>
u = liquid flux normal to n, LT-In

V = volume of a grid block, L3

wk = damping factor, computed for the kth iteration, used in SIP, L°

W = surface flux rate, LT-I

x = horizontal coordinate, L

y = horizontal coordinate direction orthogonal to x and z, L (

z = vertical coordinate, positive downward, L

a = scaling lensth in Haverkamp equation relating saturation to
pressure, L

a = matrix compressibility, LTZM-1c

a' = scaling length in van Genuchten equation relating saturation to
pressure, L

% = contact angle between liquid and solid
mo

a,_ = weighting coefficients for upstream weighting for hydraulic
conductivity, L°

= exponent in Haverkamp equation relating saturation to pressure, L

_' = exponent in van Genuchten equation relating saturation to pressure,
;o

_c = liquid compressibility, LT=M-I

_s = damping factor used in SIP algorithm, 5"

= second exponent in van Genuchten equation, L°

A : pore size distribution index in Brookn-Corey equation, L"

p : liquid_ass density, M1 "_

: surface tension of liquid against air, L_f"z

L
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p = dynamic viscosity of liquid, MI-IT -I

e = volumetric mois=ure content, L°

% = residual moisture content, L°
r

= porosity, L°

_TRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

The International System of Units (SI) used in this report may be

converted to inch-pound units by the following conversion factors:

Multiply By To obtain
centimeter (cm) .03281 foot
centimeter (_) .3937 inch

gram (Em) .00Z205 pound

kilopascal (kPa) .01450 pound per square inch
meter (m) 3.281 foot
millimener (mm) .03937 inch

To convert degree Celsius (°C) to degree Fahrenheit (°F), use the
following formula: (°Cx9/5)+32="F. To conver_ Kelvin (K) to degree
Rankin (°R), use the following formula: Kx1.8=°R.
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DOCU_ATION OF CO_PUTER PROGRAM VSID TO SOLVE IEE EQUATIONS

OP FLUID PLOW IN VARIABLY SATURATED POROUS _Y.DIA

By E. G. Lappala, R. W. Healy, and E. P. Weeks

ABSTRACT

This report documents a computer code for solving problems of variably

saturated, single-phase flow in porous media. The mathematical model of this

physical process is developed by combining the law of conservation of fluid

mass with a nonlinear form of Darcy's law. The resultant mathematical model,

or flow equation, is written with total hydraulic potential as the dependent

' variable. This allows straightforward treat_nent of both saturated and

unsaturated conditions. The spatial derivatives in the flow equation are

• approximated by central differences written about grid-block boundaries. Time

derivatives are approximated by a fully implicit backward scheme. Nonlinear

storage terms are linearized by an iu_?+licit Newton-Raphson method. Nonlinear

conductance terms, boundary conditions, and sink terms are linearized

implicitly. Relative hydraulic conductivity is evaluated at cell boundaries

by using full upstream weighting, the arithmetic mean, or the geometric mean

of values from adjacent cells. Saturated hydraulic conductivities are

evaluated at cell boundaries by using distance-weighted harmonic means. The

linearized matrix equations are solved using the strongly implicit procedure.

Nonlinear conductance and storage coefficients are assumed to be

represented by one of three closed-form algebraic equations. Alternatively,

these values may be interpolated from tabulated data. Nonlinear boundary

conditions treated by the code include infiltration, evaporation, and seepage

faces. Extraction by plant roots is included as a nonlinear sink term.

The code is written in standard ANSI Fortran. Extensive use of

subroutines and function subprograms provides a modular code that is easily

modified. A complete listing of data-input requirements and input and output

for a one-dimensional infiltration problem and for a two-dimensional problem

involving infiltration, evaporation, and evapotranspiration (plant-root
extraction) are included.
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INTRODUCTION <

This report documents VSID, a computer program for simulating

isothermal, two-dimensional movement of liquid water in variably saturated

porous media. Understanding the occurrence and movement of water in variably

saturated systems is important for developing predictive tools for managing

both quantity and quality of ground water within ground-water flow systems.

Recharge to aquifer systems generally occurs through overlying materials that
are variably saturated. Land-use activities may alter both quantity and

quality of recharge. Prediction of the fate of pollutants applied to the
- land surface or buried above the zone of permanent saturation requires

estimates of the rate of moisture movement. VSZD provides a user-oriented

tool for examining such problems. Although an attempt has Been made to make

the model general enough to handle many field situations, its use should be

accompanied by a thorough understanding of the theoretical and practical
limitations described herein. Field applications exist for which the model

is not appropriate; an example would be evapotranspiration in which

significant anisothermal movement of water vapor as well as liquid water

occurs. However, such problems can be analyzed by modifying the basic
isothermal model. This model does not include solution of the equations for
movement of solutes.

The mode has been verified for two one-dimensional transient linear

problems and one one-dimensional steady-state nonlinear probl_m for which

analytical solutions exist, and against two nonlinear problems for which
experimental data exist.

[

An extensive review (Lappala, 1981) of the literature on numerical

modeling of variably saturated flow was conducted during the development of

this program. Based on this review, the model was developed to include the

following features:

I. Capability to handle problems in which part of the mathematical

solution domain is saturated and part is unsaturated.

2. Capability to handle "difficult" nonlinear problems, such as those

caused by infiltration into dry soils and by discontinuities in perme-

abilities and porosities. This capability is best met by using finite

differences co discretize the spatial and temporal domains. Adequate

solutions of nonlinear equations using f&nite-element discretiza_ion in

space require such numerical tricks as lumping the capacity (storage)

term over each element. The upstream weighting of relative hydraulic

¢onductivities _hat may be required to prevent numerical oscillations is
more difficult with finite elements than with finite differences.

Finally, the algebraic equations resulting from a finite-element spatial-

discretizauion scheme generally require more computer core storage and

time to solve than those resulting from a finite-difference scheme

(Lappala, 1981).

3. Capability to analyze problems in one and two dimensions with planar

or cylindrical geometries.

&. A modular structure to simplify program modification.

These features are described more completely below.

t
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T_EORETICAL DEVELOPI_I_

The equation that describes the movement of liquid water under
isothermal and isohaline conditions is developed by combining the equation

for conservation of mass for water with auxiliary equations for fluid flux

and storage.

Conservation of Mass

Given a volume of porous medium, v, bounded by a surface s as shown in

figure I, conservation of mass for liquid water requires that the following
equation be satisfied:

/ _(PS')at dv Œ�p�0�_ndS-/ pqdv = 0 , (I)S v
v

where: 0 = liquid density, Ml-_;

s = liquid saturation, L°;

= porosity, L°;

t = time, T;
>

= liquid flux per unit area in the direction n, which is normal
Un to s_ LT-I; and

I

q = volumetric source-sink term accountin E for liquid added to

( °�X�ortaken away from (-q) the volume v, per unit volume
per unit time, T-I

Equation 1 states that the rate of change of mass stored in v must be

balanced by the sum of liquid flux across the surface boundary of v and of
liquid added by sources or removed at sinks.

It is assumed that the volume v is small enough that within v, the
liquid density (p), saturation (s), and porosity (_) can be considered

constant "representative" values, so that the first term of equation I can be
expressed as:

. a(ps,)
a(ps_) dv = v
at at '

v

and the third term as:

/ pqdv = pqv .
v

Equation 1 becomes:

a(p,=),[p d; - pqv = 0v at n (2)

3
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Figure 1.--General volum_ element, v, used for developing a fluid mass
balance. Cu is liquid flux normal to face.)

Fluid-Flux Equation

The fluid flux normal to the surface s bounding v is described by
Darcy's law extended to variably saturated conditions:

> _Kr(h)o$ 8H
= C3)Un p 8n '

t
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where: K = intrinsic permeability of the medium, L2;

K (h) = relative hydraulic conductivity to liquid as a function of

r pressure head, L°;

h = pcessu=e head, L;

g =gravita=ional acceleration, LT-2;

" = d_namic viscosity of the liquid, MI-IT'I; and

H = total potential of the liquid, expressed as the height of
a column of the liquid, L.

The saturated hydraulic conductivity, K, commonly used as a lumped term

in hydrology is

K = _Og LT-I

Because density and viscosity are assumed to be constant in the program,
saturated hydraulic conductivity is Used as a medium property in the

remainder of this report, rather than intrinsic permeability. However,
dynamic viscosity, _, for water is strongly temperature dependent, cbangins

by about 3 percent per °C in the common ambient temperature ranse. The
program user should take this temperature dependence into account when

formulating his simulation problem.

The effective hydraulic conduc=ivity defined as KX_Ch),LT -I, is
sometzmes used as the lumped conductzv%ty term; however, zn thzs program K
..... r

ms determzned by a func=zon call, so the two terms (K and Kr) are mamntalned
as separate entities.

Under variably saturated conditions, total hydraulic potential, H, is
comprised of two components:

H = h + hz , (4)

where: h = elevation potential, L.z

Below the water _able, the pressure Rotential is c.p_EE_ortionalto the
welsh _ O'--'-f the O"-ve_l_l_ w"-""ate"E-a"-_n'dInc"-r_a"_es Wit-_ dept-h. Abov--_'_=e water

table, water is held in porous media by adsorptive and capillary forces.
Flow under unsaturated conditions generally occurs only when water is held by
capillary forces, which can be illustrated by the capillary-rise equation
(StalZman, 1964):

2 _cos_
h = (5)

rcpg '
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where: _ = surface tension of water against the gas phase, MT'Z;

= con_ac_ angle between liquid and solid measured through

the liquid (taken to be 0 degrees for water in contact
with most media); and

r = radius of the capillary, L.
c

The capillary-rise principle embodied in equation 5 adequately describes
the occurrence and movement of water in relatively coarse-grained materials,

such as silt, sand, and gravel. However, if the media contain a large

fraction of clay-size material, adsorption forces-may be dominant in

controllin E the occurrence and movement of water.

Pressure head below the water table is often measured in piezometers or
wells. Above the water table, small negative pressure heads (less than about

I00 kPa) can be measured by using tensiometers, which couple the measuri=g
fluid in a manometer, vacuum gage, or pressure transducer to water in the

partially saturated medium through a porous membrane. The operation of
tensiometers is described in various soil physics texts, including Hillel

(1971), Bayer and others (1972), and Kirkham and Powers (1972).

The pressure status of water held under large negative pressure (greater

than I00 EPa) may be measured using thermocouple psychrometers (Wiebe and
others, 1971), which measure the relative humidity of the gas phase within
the medium. Determination of pressure head from a thermocouple psychrometer
measurement is made using the thermodynamic relation, commonly called the

Kelvin equation, developed by Edelfson and Anderson (1943, p. 145):

h = L = (h) (6)
Mwg _ Mwg

o

where: R = ideal gas constant, MI2T-2°K -I Mol-_;

T = absolute temperature, °K;

M = ma_'s of water, M Mol-Z;w

= water-vapor pressure in _he soil a_nosphere, _-ZT-Z;

= vapor pressure over a flat surface of pure water; and
o

h = relative humidity, L°.

Other symbols were defined previously.

Thermocouple psychrometers measure the combined hydraulic and osmotic
potential (described hereafter), and thus may result in measured potentials
at variance wi_h those measured by tensiometers.

.E.l____ion potentialj h , is a measure of the gravitational potential

ream poslt%on relat%ve _o._!_electea re_erence dat.um. The conven-
_j_ul._ei_ in this report is taken as z being positive upward, wi-'_h-thedatum

at or above the land surface; thus, elevation potential is alwaTsne a_a_.e.'
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The model solves for the total hydraulic potential, H, as the principal

dependent variable. As such, the individual components of H are not solved
for explicitly. However, model applications to field situation_ should be

made using equations 4 through 7 to gain an adequate understanding of the
relation between field measurements of components of H and the simulated
values.

If osmotic membranes and chemical gradients are present, water may move

in response to osmotic potential, as well as to hydraulic potential. The
magnitude of the osmotic potential across a perfect membrane is given by the
Van't Hoff law (Campbell, 1977, p. 26):

h - CRT (7)
o g

where: h = osmotic potential, L; ando

C = molal solute concentration, Hol M-1.

Osmotic potential affects movement in the liquid phase only when an
osmotic membrane is present. However, the liquid-water surface acts as such
a membrane to the vapor phase, and relative humidity will be affected by the

concentration of solutes in the liquid phase. Modeling of water movement due

to osmotic-potential gradients would require the inclusion of solute concentra-
tions within the liquid, membrane properties of the medium, and possibly
movement in the vapor phase. Although this program does not include provision

for such modeling, the effects of osmotic potential on water movement in the
prototype system should be considered when formulating the simulation model.

Tonal hydraulic potential, H, was chosen as the principal independent
variable because it allows a simple unified treatment of both saturated and

unsaturated conditions. Interfaces between saturated and unsaturated regions

are surfaces where the pressure potential is equal to the atmospheric
pressure potential, or zero. Along these interfaces, the total potential
equals the elevation potential (fig. 27.

When equation 3 is substituted into equation 2, the following results:

a(ps_) f aH d; 0 , (8)v at " oKXr(h) _ - 0qv =
.I.
S

where all terms are reducible no units of mass per unit time (_rT-1).

If all the quantities under the surface integral can be considered

constan_ over each of _ faces of a general curvilinear polygonal volume, v,
such as a cube or cylinder, equation 8 can be approximated by:

v _(ps_)at k=-IZ DKXr(h)Ak kaH
" an--"pqv= 0 , (9)

where Ak is the area of the k_h face to which nk is orthogonal.

7
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EXPLANATION

CONFINING LAYER I

CONFINING LAYER 2

H TOTAL POTENTIAL L

b PRESSURE POTENTIAL, L

hz ELEVATION POTENTIAL. L

Kt,K2.K 3 SATURATED HYDRALIC CONDUCTIVITY OF
MATERIALS 1.2. AND .1. LT"

grthtl RELATIVE HYORALIC CONDUCTIVITY
OF LAYER 1 AT hi,DIMENSIONLESS

¢1 SURFACE VOLUME FLUX RATE PER
UNIT AREA. L'r-'

Figure 2.--Relauions among capillary, elevation, and _oual potentials for
downward flux through layered media with a perched wa_er _able and a

deep wauer table. _/.
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Storage Term

Liquid water held in storage is expressed by t_e first term in equation 8

and can be expanded as follows using the product rule:

[00(,.) (,o (]
The three terms in parentheses on the right-hand side of equation 10 account
for changes in liquid stored in v owing to: (1) Changes in liquid

saturation, (2) compression or_ex_ans____ion of o_.__e_ace of the pordus medium;

Because the principal dependent variable used in the model is total
hydraulic potential, H, the storage terms are written in terms of H by using
r.hechain rule of calculus to yield:

('°) "v at _-_ + ps _-_ + s, 8H a'_ (11)

The functional dependence of s, ¢, and p on H is taken to be independent
of all components of H except the pressure potential, h. The following
expressions can be defined:

8e
= -- = specific moisture capacity, which is the slopecm 8b

of the moisture retention curve, L-I;

a_
a = -- = matrix compressibility, M-15T z,

c _ where P = average pressure, MI-1T-Z;

_c = l_p = fluid compressibility, M-ILTz;
pa_

and Ss = Pg(_c �ac) = specific storage, L-I. / (12)

Substituting equations 11 and 12 into equation 9 yields the following
equation, which is written for each volume subdivision within the solution
domain:

i

v {p[c®+ SSs]] aHa-_ " p Z Ak ]_r(h) aH - pqv = 0 (13)
k=-I

This is the form of the nonlinear flow equation that is solved by the computer
code.

9
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Initial Conditions C

The solution to equation 13 requires that initial values of H be speci-
££ed ever_he=e in the solution domain. These initial conditions usually

represent some type of ste•dy state or equilibrium. If initial conditions are
used that do not represent s_eady state, any simulation results will include
transient effects from the difference between specified initial conditions and

equilibrium c6nditions. Since equation 13 is nonlinear, it is not permissible

to use the principle of superposition to subtract out the effects of transient
initial conditions, as is often done in simulating fully saturated ground-w•ter

systems, in which the aquifer properties are not • function of total potential.

Boundary Conditions

Solutions to equation 13 require boundary conditions that specify either

the flux of liquid •cross the boundary, the tot•l potential along the
boundary, or some combin•tion of specified head •nd specified flux. The

specified flux boundary c•n be expressed as:

>

puk = f1(x,t,VH,h)k , (14)

where

fl (x,t,VH,h)k = a general function that depends upon position, time,
the gradient in total hydraulic potential •cross the
face, and the pressure head at the f•ce.

Boundary conditions that specify only the total potential •re defined as:

Hk = f24x,t,VH,h) k , 415)

where f2 is a general time-dependent function.

Four phenomena can occur in flow through variably saturated media that
may make a priori specification of the boundary condition type impossible:
infiltration, ev•poration, plant-root extraction, •nd discharge through
seepage faces. These processes are described _,,-ediately below, and their
implementation into r.hecomputer code is described later.

Infiltr•tion and Ponding

Infiltration of w•ter into a Chick uniform medium from rainfall or

sprinkler irrigation is • two-sr.age process. Durin& the first stage, water
enters the system at the applied rate as lone as the conductive and so__tive
caper%ties of the medium are not exceeded. If th__Ei'Ef-_£e exceeded,

wat'e___-_th.._ s_rfa_e,_nI-i-.n'filirati-on de-_reases asTmptotically tg-•
race equa_l__t_the Saturaced:hydraulic conductivit_"of .thF_"medi-umC'" ""

Rubin and Steinhardt 41964_, Rubin 41966), and Smith 41972) present

extensive discussions of the ponding process. This is an important concept
in rainf•ll-runoff analysis, bet•use surface runoff cannot occur until

ponding has begun. The pondinE process is illustrated in figure 3 and is
su_narized as follows for a uniform medium with a deep water table. At land

surf•re, two boundary conditions are possible:

10
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1. Vertical flux of liquid specified by equation 14, equal to the

application rate prior to the time ponding occurs, tpond; and
2. Specified pressure potential (eq. 15) equal to the maximum height of
ponding after ponding occurs.

The point in time that the boundary type changes, tpond , must, therefore, be
determined during simulation.

+W

RAIN

', . !_ INFILTRATION

I
W-O -- I TIME 1

T POND f

f EVAPORATION

PEV • STAGE I "l' STAGE 2

-W
EXPLANATION

W GENERAL SURFACE FLUX RATE, LT -_

MAIN RAINFALL MATE. LT"

TpON D TIME AT WHICH PONDING OCCURES. T

PEV POTENTIAL SURFACE EVAPORATION RATE. LT"

K HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, LT"1

Figure 3.--Infiltration and evaporation as two-stage processes.
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Infiltration into a layered medium is a more ¢ourplicated process. If a

thin surface layer of fine-grained materials overlies a coarser layer, infil-

trated water will initially be retained above the interface between the

layers. This phenomenon occurs because the water at the wetting front is

under too low a pressure head to enter the larger openings constitutinE the

pore space of the coarse layer, resulting in a head and saturation buildup
above the interface before _eakuhrough occurs. As head builds up at the

interface, the potential gradient may become too small to maintain infil-

tration at the applied rate, and ponding may occur. Once flow commences into

the coarse layer, however, the pressure head above the interface declines,
and the _nfiltration rate again increases. Thus, the ponding process is

still governed by either a specified flux or a specified pressure potential,

but it is possible for the specified pressure-potential boundary condition to

revert uo one of specified flux.

Evaporation

The applicable boundary condition at land surface where evaporation ca_

occur is determined by both the potential evaporative demand of the

atmosphere and the ability of the porous medium to conduct water to the
surface. Thus, it is a two-stage process analogous to infiltration (Hillel,

1971, p. 191). DurinE the first staEe of evaporation, occurring when the

soil surface is wet, liquid leaves the system at a rate equal to the

evaporative demand of the atmosphere, referred to here as potential

evaporation rate (PEV). This rate will continue as long as the medium can

conduct water to the surface at a rate equal to this demand. In the absence

of sources of liquid in the system, such as a shallow water table, this (
conductive capability will be reduced by drying of the surface layer, and the

rate of discharge by evaporation will be reduced. This process is

illustrated in figure 3.

The two-stage evaporation process thus is expressed by two possible

boundary conditions at land surface:

I. Specified liquid flux equal to the potential evaporative demand,

until liquid cannot be conducted fast enough to meet this demand.

2. Specified flux driven by the Eradient in pressure potential between
the soil and the atmosphere.

The point in time r.hat the boundary condition type changes must be

determined during simulation; details of the numerical implementation of this

determination are given later in this report.

Caution should be exercised in using VSID uo simulate bare-soil

evaporation. The potential evaporation rate depends on a number of factors,

including the energy and radiation balance, air temperature and humidity,

soil-surface temperature, aerodynamic roughness, pressure potential, wind

speed, and atmospheric stability. Most of these factors show great diurnal

variation and would require a sophisticated simulation, such as that Used by

Bristow {1983) to be accurately simulated. Instead, potential evaporation is
treated simplistically in VSID as an empirically determined value that is

allowed to vary in time in a user-defined manner. This degree of detail

probably is all that is warranted in an isothermal model. Nonetheless, the l

user should be well aware that much empiricism is involved in the repre- _
sentation of potential evaporation in VSID.
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Evapouranspiration

Evapouzanspira_ion occurs when the soil surface supports vegetative
cover, and is similar to evaporation except tha_ soil'moisture can be removed

by plan,-root exurac_ion throughou_ _he depth of roouing. As wi_h evapo-

ration, evapo_ranspiration is a two-step process. The rate at which wa_er is

extracued from a soil column ¢onuaining roo_s is limited by the amoun_ of

available energy _o _he potenuial evapotranspiration ra_e, PET. However, _he
rate of exuraction is also limited by the rate a_ which r.he soil can transmit

water to _he roots and may, uherefore, be less r.han PET.

Plant-tool exuraclion is apportioned amoQg the cells in a vertical

column containing roots throush the use of a _epr.h- and time-dependen_ root

activity function (Holz, 1981), defined as _.he length of roots per uniu

volume of soil. Examples of root-acuivity functions are shown in figure 4.
The roo_-activity function r(z,t) is used uo compute the bulk resistance to

flow in the roo_ system, and using a developmenu similar to Hillel (1971),

root extraction is expressed as the quotient of the pressure-pouential

difference divided by _he combined resistance _o flow imposed by the soil and
the roots:

P(hroot - hm )
, > and

(vpq) m = v R �Rif hm hroot
m roo_

m

(vpq) m = 0 , hm_ hroo= ; (16)

where hm = pressure potential in _he soil in volume m, L;

hroot = pressure poUential in the plant roots, L;

Rm = resistance to flow in r.be soil towards the roots, in
volume m, TI; and

Rroot = resistance Uo flow in the roots occurring in volume m, TI;
m

The resistance term, (Rm * Rroot ) is expressed as I/[KKr(h)r(z,t)] inthe program, m

Transpira=ion from the soil ¢ol,,m_ is the sum of the fluxes computed by
equation 16 over all cells containing roots in =ha= column:

= P (vq)m (17)
m=1
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ROOT.ACTIVITY FUNCTION,IN METERS PERCUBIC METERX 10_'

0 0.4 0.B 1.2 1.8 2.0 0 1 2 3' i I i i
0 I - _ l _ l o ; ' _ l I i ! I ! I

h
z 0.4 I

0.5

Oe

0.7r

AFTERKING AND HANKS {1573) AFTERARYA

Figure &.--Examples of root-activity functions.

where m is _he number of volume subdivisions in the col-m-. If Q/(pxA),

where A is r.hetop surface area of cells in r.he col,,mn, is greater in magni-

tude than PET, q= for each node is reduced by a uniform factor so that the two

terms are equal. If the magnitude of Q/(pxA) is less than PET, q= remains as

originally computed. Finally, if hm becomes less than hroot, qm is set to 0.

In each case, qm becomes a specified flux for that node, dependent on the

above condiuions. Because qm is dependent on pressure potential in the soil

and on Kr(h), its value must be evaluated iteratively.

FurUher details of the numerical implementation of this procedure are given in

following sections of this report.

As wi_h potential evaporation, potential evapotranspiration is dependent

on many variables, except that additional variables related to the plant
cover, including vertical and horizontal density of leaf cover, canopy

height, leaf cover per unit surface area, plant-water potential, resistance

and plant phenology of leaf stomata to vapor transport are involved (Sudar
and others, 1981; Norman and Campbell, 1983).

(
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Potential evapotranspiration is treated simplistically in VS2D as an

empirically determined value that can vary in time in a manner similar to

that of potential evaporation. Potential evapouranspiration for a freely

transpiring perennial crop such as alfalfa may be computed using the Penman

equation (Campbell, 1977; Jensen, 1973) the Jensen-Haise equation, or one of

several other equations listed by Jensen (1973). Crop factors, empirical

factors by which the above potential evapotranspiration values are adjusted

for different crops or vegetation types and for vegetation g_owuh s_age, are

also given by Jensen (1973).

- Mos_ equations estimating potential evapotranspiration provide daily

average values. However, when water is not limiting, evapotranspiration

varies dramatically during the day, from near zero during the nighttime hours

to a peak slightly lagging the solar radiation peak a_ solar noon. On clear

days, in fact, potential evapo_ranspiration can be represented by a rectified

sine function with reasonable accuracy, thus resulting in peak demand being

abou_ _ times the mean daily rate. This peak use rate will be attenuated

much earlier during the drying phase than would be the case for an average

evaporative demand over the entire day.

Seepage Faces

Seepage faces are boundaries along which liquid leaves the system and

along which the total potential is equal to the elevation potential, H = h .

Seepage faces exist along interfaces between _he surface of the solution z

domain and _he atmosphere, such as along stream banks, spring discharge

zones, and well bores that tap unconfined aquifers. Examples of these types

. of boundaries are shown i= figure 5.

The boundary condition along a seepage face is one of specified

potential with the requirement that liquid leave the system. These

boundaries are nonlinear, in the sense that the top of a seepage face is not

known a priori and must be determined as part of _he solution (Narasimhan

and Witherspoon, 1977).

Source-Sink Terms

The general source-sink term, pqv, included in equation 13, accounts for

liquid introduced into or removed from _he system at points that do not lie

along boundaries. An important class of sink term, plant-roo_ extraction,

has been discussed above under "Evapouranspiration". Other source-sink terms

would be those specified in time and space, such as withdrawal or injection

by wells, suction lysime_ers, or drip-irrigation devices. Such specified

fluxes may result in problems when applied to the unsaturated zone, either

because the specified withdrawal may exceed _he capacity of _he unsaturated

soil _o transmit water, or because unrealistically high pressure potential
may be required to achieve the injection rate. On the other hand, use of

specific source-sink terms in a saturated pot=ion of _he cross section to

simulate, say, well withdrawal, well injection, or deep basin leakage is

straigh=forward.
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EPAGE FACE

SEEPAGE FACES

Figure 5.--Examples of seepage faces.

Nonlinear Coefficient Functious

The coefficients in equation 13 that appear in the storage and fluid

flux terms are, in general, nonlinear functions of _he pressure potential.

Several general funcuional relations for porous media have been developed

and tabulated in the literature. Although a given medium may exhibit behavior

not described by the general models, a brief description of those that fit a

wide range of media is useful. The functional relations required by the

program described in this report are:

I. Volumetric moisture content (_=%s) as a function of pressure

potential, %(h) and the inverse function, h(%).

2. Specific moisture capacity as a function of pressure potential_

c Ch) = $C_s) _ (a-_) , assuming changes in _ are small compared
= %h dh

to changes in O.

l
3. Relative hydraulic conductivity as a function of pressure poten-
tial, Kr(h ).
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_en experimental data _annot be fit adequately by anal_r_ical expressions
such as those that follow, tabulations of the dependence of sataration and

relative hydraulic conductivity on pressure potential_an be used. Use of
these tabulations is described more fully in the se:tion on numerical imple-
mentation.

The functional relations between volumetric moisture content or relative

hydraulic ¢onduc:ivity versus pressure potential demons:rate hysteresis; tba_
is, different functions apply during drainage than during uptake. This
bysteretic relation is quite complicated and consists of main wetting and

drying curves and a family of s_a--ing curves that represent the functional
relation when a partially drained medium is rewetted, or when drainage

follows incomplete wetting. The phenomenon is described in various soil
physics texus (Hillel, 1971; Kirkham and Powers, I%72; Bayer and others,

1972). The pr_ram does n?_o_rea_, hysteresis among the head-related
functional parameters and must be modifiedby _h_ user if'_uch _h_iderations

rre_s£EKifiCant to"_Fproblem beinganal#zed." .....i ..........

Liquid Saturation

For partly saturated media, liquid saturation decreases as pressure
potential becomes increasingly negative. The curve relating _he saturation
of a given soil to pressure potential is commonly termed _he moisture-

characueristi¢curve, and generally is empirically de_ermined (Hillel,
1971, p. 61). Examples of moisture-characteristic curves for a sand and a

light clay are shown by the symbols in figure 6. The slope of the moisture-

characteristic curve defines the specific mois_urecapasj_ and the curve can
be integraued to define the relation between relative hydraulic conductivity

and pressure potential. Hence, it is desirable, if possible, to fi_ the
moisuure-characteristic curve by an algebraic expression.

Three different algebraic equations to represent the moisture-

characteristic curve are available for use in program VS2D, including one by

Brooks and Corey (196&), one by Gardner (1958), as used by Haverkamp and
others (1977), and one by van Genuchten (1980).

The Brooks and Corey (1964) equation is:

'e .... = , h < h ; (zs)
r

/
• _ Hr_

se = 1.0, b _ bb ;

where: se = effective saturation, L°;

8 = volumetric moisture content, i°;

8 = residual moisture con_ent, L°;r

= porosity, L";
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+_

= bubbling or air-ent_ pressure potential, equal to the (
pressure potential required to desaturate ;he largest
pores in the medium, L (actually this is a cuL've-
fitting parameter that may not equal the actual
bubbling pressure, but must be less than 0); and

A = a pore size distribution index that is a function of soil
texnure_ L°.

Parameters for the Brooks-Corey equation may be denermined from the

best-fit straight line _hrough the data points on a log-log plot of pressure
potential versus effective saturation, as shown in figure 7 for a sand and a
light clay. The slope of the straight line represents A, and its intercept

at full saturation represents h_. The residual moisture content may be
varied to improve the straightline fit, as described by Brooks and Co=ey

(1964, p. 24). Alternatively, the three parameters (A, h_, and %_) may be
identified by a computer-aided search procedure. Mualem_1976) tlbulates the
results of finning the Brooks-Corey equation to experimentally determined

moisture-characteristic curves for 46 soils. Brooks-Corey parameters for
11 soils are listed in table I. These parameters were determined by the

authors using a search procedure nhat minimized the least-squares residual
between the equation and all the experimental data. However, the residual
moisture ¢ontenn was no_ allowed no have a negative value.

'°"": + J" " i + (_ -

3 I -- q

=

0 SAND

(_ • YQLO UGHT CLAY.u

Z _ EQUATION

o.m I I [ t I
0.1 0,.2 0.3 0.4. 0.5

MOISTURE CONTIENT, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure 6.--Comparison of Haverka=p equation fit _o experimental data o£

moisture connent versus pressure head for a sand and for a light clay.
Equation parameters are listed for soils 4 and II in table 1 (modi-
fied from Haverka=p and others, 1977). I
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!
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MOISTURE CONTENT, DIMENSIONLESS

+ Figure 7.--Comrparison of Brooks and Coreyequation fiC to experimental data
of moisture content versus pressure head for a sand and for a light clay.
Equation parameters are listed for soils 4 and 11 in table 1.

When the wet end of the plot shows too much curvature to be adequately

fit by two straight-line segments on the log-log plot, a function of the type
used by Haverkamp and others (1977_ may fit :he dana reasonably well:

I }
= ' +i_ -_ (19)se 1+(_)_ _ _ _'- - -.' j

where a = pressure potential at which s = 0.5, L; and
e

= slope of =he log-log plot of (1/Se-1) versus h, L °.

As with :he Brooks-Corey equation, use of the Haverkamp function

requires the iden:ification of :hree fitting parameters (assuming porosity is
known from other data): B , a, and _, as may be seen from the above

defi:i:ions; a and _ may bE determi:ed graphically if 8 is known or can be

estima:ed. Alcerna:ively, all :hree parameters may be _e_ermined using a
computer-aided search procedure. The bes:-fic Haverkamp equa:ion parameters

for 11 soils are lis:ed in :able 1, and :he fir of the Haverkamp equation to
data for a sand and a light clay (soils 4 and 11 in Cable I) are shown in
figure 6.
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The Haverkamp functions relating effective saturation to pressure poten- C
ial canno_ be directly integrated using Mualem's (1976) procedure to provide a
functional relation between K and pressure potential. To overcome this

problem, van Genuch_eD (1980)rhas cast equation IS in slightly different form:

se I.(h_._)8, = _r _ "- (20)J

where a' = a/[(2 _/_ - 1)1-¥], L; _.

8' = exponent, L°; and

= exponent, = 1-1/8', L°.

Note that a' is _he negative of the reciprocal of a defined by van Genuchtem
(1980). It is defined in this form here to enhance the concept that the

parameter represents a characteristic length for _he porous medium.

Van Genuchten describes a graphical technique to determine _ if 8_ is

known. The value of y may be used with that for the pressure poten_ia_ at
which s = 0.5 (Haverkamp's a) to find a', and 8' is found from the formula:

e

8'= II(I- y) -_ (21)

Alternatively, the three parameters can be determined by a search procedure.
Van Genuchten equation parameters for 11 soils are listed in _able 1. Note

_ha_, for soils for which 8' is large, the results are nearly identical to (
. _hose for the Haverkamp equation, but the deviations become substantial as _'

becomes small. Also, _he van Genuchten fit _o most sets of data is almos_

indistinguishable from the bes_ Haverkamp fit. Consequently, no separate fit
of the van Genuchten equation is shown here.

Specific Moisture Capacity

Speci__ficmoisture capacity, defined as the s!ope of the moisture-

c__e_e e,,,--.,describes the change in saturation due to a change in
pressure potential under partly saturated conditions. Hence, the term
represents the dominant componen_ of the storage coefficient under such

conditions. Specific moisture capacity is giv?n by the equation:

as ae
cm(h) = $(_'E)= (_-_) , (22)

where Cm(h) = specific moisture capacity, L"I.

If the Boo"E_U_ equation is used to represent the moisture-characteristic
curve, specific moisture capacity is defined as follows:

cmCh)=- (,- h %
and cm(h)= O, h > b.b _ __ _-_ _| ---

t. /
-_,
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where all terms are as defined above. Examples of curves of specific moisture

capacity versus negative pressure head, as computed from equation 23 for a
sand and for Yolo light clay (entries 4 and II, _able 1) are shown in

figure 8A. Note that the specific moisture capacity is discontinuous at ._,
and that it is extremely nonlinear with respect to We negative pressure h_ad

at smaller values.

If the moisture-characteristic curve is represented by the HaverkamD

equation, specific moisture capacity is defined by the equation

_ =mCh)= - C_ - er)C_/a)Ch/a)_l_/[Z + Ch/a)_]2 (2_)

for pressure head less than 0. Specific moisture capacity as a func=ion of
pressure potential computed from the Haverkamp functions for the same sand
and light clay as for figure 8A are shown in figure 8B. Note that the

HaverEamp specific moisture-capacity function differs substantially from the
Brooks-Corey function, particularly for pressure heads near the bubbling
pressure head.

For moisture-characteristic curves represented by the van Genuchce_l

equation:
t

-y_l (_-sr)(_3

Cm(h) = h_.:.)_' _ 0 (25)a'[1 �(l_--_---_- 'a'

cm(h) = 0 , h > 0 ' _'. "- _ - 4i:

The specific moisture capacity curves for the van Genuchcen formulatzon are
essentially undistinguishable from Chose for the Haverkamp formulation and

are not shown separately.

When tabular data are used to describe the moisture-characteristic

curve, specific moisture capacity can be de=ermined by taking the slope of
the line segment between data points adjacent to the h value of interest.

Relative Hydraulic Conductivity

Relative hydraulic conductivity, defined as _he ratio of unsaturated to
saturated hydraulic conductivity also decreases wi_h increasingly negative

pressure potential. Relative hydraulic conductivity may be determined
experimentally or may be estimated by numerically or analytically integrating
the moisture characteristic curve.

Experimen_ally determined data frequently may be fit to a _and

others (1977} type equation:

I
: , , (26)

Kr I �(_,)B
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Figure 8.--Specific moisture capacity as a function of pressure head for
a sand and a light clay:
A. As computed using the Brooks-Corey formulation.

8. As computed using the Haverkamp formulation. (
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where A' = pressure potential at which Kr = 0.5, L; and

B' = dimensionless consnant, equal to the slope of the log-los

plot of (llKE - 1) versus the pressure potential.

The best-fit Haverkamp funcnion co experimencally determined values of
relative hydraul_c conductivity versus pressure head are shown in figure 9A
for a sand, and for light clay by solid lines in figure 98.

If _be moisture-characteristic curve is represented by the Brooks-Corey

equation, _rooks and CoTev (196_) show that the relative hydra=lit
conductivity commonly is well represented by the equations:

Kr= ( , h < (27)

= 1.0 h _ b.b (28)and Kr ,

Relative hydraulic conduc_ivities computed using equations 26 and 27 are
compared _o measured data for sand in figure 9A and for light clay in
figure 9S. The Brooks-Corey equations fit the data for sand very well, but
poorly represent _he data for the clay. This phenomenon has been frequently

observed, sugxes_ing _hau care should be exercised using the Brooks-Corey
equations to represen_ the relative hydraulic conductivity of clays.

For the van Genuchuen (1980) equation, relative hydraulic conductivity
is given by the equation: --- '

I- I )
K = ,. • __ (29)

[1 + B' ,,_
r

Relative hydraulic conduc_ivi_ies computed using equation 29 are also
compared to measured da_a in figure 9. The fit of _he equation to data for
sand (figure 9A) is, as with _he Brooka-Corey equation, qui_e good. Also
similarly to the Brooks-Corey equation, the fit _o _he da_a for clay
(fig. 98) is poor.

If _he moisture-characteristic curve canno_ be adequately fit by an

inuegrable algebraic function, relative hydraulic conductivity can be esti-
mated by dividing _he curve into segments of equal £e or _ and integrating

numerically, using _he method of Marshall (1958) or Milling_on and Quirk
(1961). The data _hus generated can r.hen be used in rmbular form in _he
program.
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Figure 9.--Comparisouof three funcUions to experimental data relating
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A. A sand (soil no. &, table 1);

B. A light cla7 (soil no. 11, table 1).
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NU_RiCAI SOLUTION

Equation 13, subject to the boundary conditions described by equations
l& and 15, is a nonlinear partial differential equation that has no general
closed-form or analytic solution. Consequently, numerical approximations to

the spatial and _emporal derivatives in equations 13, 14, and 15 must be
made. These approximations result in a set of simultaneous nonlinear alge-

braic equations that must be first linearized, then solved.

Spatial Discretization

The spatial derivatives in equation 13 are approximated by a block-
centered regular finite-difference scheme'. This scheme is illustrated in

figure I0 for a rectangular (x,z) and a cylindrical (r,z) grid. The nodes in
each volume subdivision or grid block are located at _he center of each block.

For a two-dimensional rectangular srid, the number of faces (m in

equation 13) of the volume subdivision is 6. However, two of _he faces are

not explicitly included, because the assumption used for two-dimensional
problems to be simulated with this model is that no liquid flow can occur
across them. When vertical section problems are analyzed, these no-flow
faces are on the front and back of each grid block.

By retaining the volume and area terms in equation 13, it is a simple
matter to use either rectangular or cylindrical coordinate systems. The

computer program calculates the proper areas and volumes using the equations
given in figure i0.

The spatial derivatives of total potential in equation 13 are

approximated at the block boundaries, usin E the following space-centered
finite-difference scheme:

= (SH) Hn-I,j" Hn,j=
Left side 8x n-I/2,j _Xn.i/2

= (_) Hn,J-1"Hn,j;
Top side 8z n,j-I/2 = _zj.i/2

-H (30)
8H Hn n,j

Right side = (_)n+I/2,j = _xn �d$;

8H Hn,j ���Hn,j;
Bottom side = (_)n,j+I/2 = _zj+i/2

where AXn_i/2 = horizontal distance between nodes n-l,j and n,j

Azj.I/2 = vertical distance between nodes n,j-I and n,j.
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The sign convention used is SUCh ChaC _C_cell is positive.
Equation 30 is defined for a rectansular srid; however, equations for a
cylindrical grid are analo$ou." with r replacing x as the horizontal co-
ordinate. For simplicity, x will be used for the horizontal coordinate for
the remainder of this report. Taylor series expansion about the points n-I/2,

j; n, j-I/2; n ˜È
 and n, j �Œ
Ì�€�showsequation 30 to be second-order
correct in approximatins the spatial derivatives (yon Rosenber S, !969, p. 5).

Substituting equation 30 into equation 13 Elves the difference form of
the balance equation for each Erid block:

aH

vp ( Cm xs)a'C

- Cn-1/2,j (Hn-I,j " Hn,j) " _':n,j-1/2 (Hn,j-1 " Hn,j)

. tn j(Hn �@�œ�j. Hn,j ) - Cn,j+i/2 (Hn,j+1 - Hn,j) - pqv = 0

Where the conductances, C, are defined as

=(P KXrA)
Cn'I/2'J nz n-I/2,j

" _:n,j-1/2 =(P KKrA) ;
_z n,j-1/2 (32)

=(P KKrA)
_:n ,jA-, n+I/2,j

tn,j À X�D�=_

where A represents block face area.

Intercell Averasin S of Conductance Terms

When block-centered finite-difference discretization schemes are used,

as in this program, it is necessary to averase the conductance terms for
adjacent blocks Co develop incercell conduccances. Several authors have
evaluated methods for determining these inCercell-conducCance terms. Appel
(1976) compared the accuracy of arithmetic and harmonic means for saturated
systems (K_=I.0). He concluded chat r.he actual functional variation in space
of the conductance should be incorporated LuCo a scheme for determining the
incerblock values. For a constant grid spacing with linear spatial variation
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l
in conductance, an arithmetic mean gives the most accurate estimate

(_ig. 11). When smooth changes in conductance are present, the geometric
mean should be used, owing to the observed log-normal distribution of this

paramener (_reeze, 1975). For _he case where conductance varies as a step
function, as for layered soil, the harmonic mean gives the exac_ value of the
inuerblock conductance (Appel, 1976). Haverkamp and Vauclin (1979) analyzed

unsaturated _onduqtances (Kr<l.0) and concluded tha_ the geometric mean
provlded the most accurate representation .gf.inuerblock"c-'_Ed_c_ances.....
(fig.---12),aluhough they did not eval-t_atethe accuracy of separate methods
of averaging each parameter composing conducuances. Separate methods are

used in this report and are described hereafter for the parameters K and Kr-

Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

Saturated hydraulic conductivity, K, is used to represent the conductance
of the medium in this program. The distance-weighted harmonic mean of the

saturated hydraulic conducnivity of the adjacent cells is computed within the

program to represent the intercell hydraulic conductivity. Appel (1976) shows
that _his method accurately represents inuerblock hydraulic conductivity when

that parameter changes abruptly at node boundaries, and thus is best suited
for layered systems. To simulate, flow through a medium in which hydraulic

conductivity varies gradually, node spacing should be adjusted such that _he
saturated hydraulic conductivity between adjacent blocks varies_so more _han

50 peycen_t, based on figure 11.

Anisotropy in the saturated hydraulic conductivity is included in the
model to reflec_ directional orientation in _he resistance _o liquid movement. (

It is assumed that coordinate axes used for a given problem are collinear with

the principal directions of the intrinsic permeability _ensor. This is a
reasonable assumption for many vertical cross-section problems; however,
s_eeply dipping beds cannot be adequately simulated with this code.

The distance-weighted, harmonic-mean saturated hydraulic ¢onductivi_ies

accounting for aniso_ropy are given by the following equations. Since the
left face of one block is the right face of the block on its left, and

similarly for _op and bottom faces, only two equations are needed for each
block. The convention used in this repor_ is to use _he left and top sides.

2K K
K = n-1 ,j n,_Left side:
(_) K ax +K .

n-I/2,3 n-l,j n n,j :-I

(33)

K 2 Kn,j_ 1 Kn, j (Kzz/Kxx)
Top side:

(_'-) : K _z.+K _z
n,.i-x/2 n,.i-1 ._ n,.i j-1

where:

K = K = satura=ed hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction,
n,j xx LT-_; and

K = saturated hydraulic conductivity in vertical direction,
zz LT__. {
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[
In the computer program, intercell saturated hydraulic conductivities

are lumped with the block face area in the arrays HKLI and HICTT,as follows:

K

(mcr.._)n,J = C_ )n-l/a,j An-I/2 (3a)
K

(_'rr)n,j = ('_ )n,j-1/2 Aj-1/2

Relative Hydraulic Conductivity

Intercell averages of relative hydraulic conductivity, K (h), are computed• . . . r .
using either a geometrlc mean or a welghued armtbmet_c mean. Geometric mean
averages provide the most accurate simulations, as discussed in the section on
"Model Verification", and should be used whenever possible, their use being

occasionally precluded by their generation of numerical oscillations. The

geometric mean relative hydraulic conductivities are defined by the equations:

a]_12[Xrln_l/2, j = [Kr(h)n,j - g (h)n.1,.
(35)

[Kr]n,j_i/2 = [Kr(h)n,j • Kr(h)n,j.l] I/2

This option is invoked by specifying the user-defined weighting coefficient

as O. (

Arithmetic weighting, either based upon the mean weighting of _.herela-

tive hydraulic conductivity between adjacent nodes or upon preferrentially
weighting the relative hydraulic conductivity at _he upstream node, is
achieved by the following equations:

Left side, fluid moving to right [Kr]n_I/2, j = _Kr (h)n.l,j r (h)n,j ;

Left side, fluid moving to left [Kr]n.I/2, j = _Kc (h)n_l,j �&Kr(h)n,j ;
(36)

Top side, fluid moving downward [Kr]n,j_l/2 = _gr (h)n,j_1 r (h)n,j ;

Top side, fluid moving upward [Kr]n,j.i/2 = _r (h)n,j-I �aKr(h)n,j ;

where a is a user-defined weighting coefficient from which _ is computed
using the relations:

I.o;
o.5_ _ _ i.o;

o_o.s

(
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if _ = 1.0 and _ = 0, full upstream weighting results; and

if a = _ = 0.5, the usual arithmetic average result_

Although the weighted arithmetic mean method generally is less accurate
than others (see fig. 12), its use is necessary.to obtain real_stic results.
_n-a few cases. Brutsaert (1971) has show= that in the case of an advancimg

sharp wet_in x front into a dry uniform medium, it is necessary to use the
value of K(h) for the cell from which liquid is flowing to obtain physically

E
reasonable results and to prevent numerical oscillations that may prevent a

solution. The need for upstream weighting arises because the relative
hydraulic conductivity function (fig. 9) is very steep, and the difference in
its value across a wetting front may be several orders of magnitude. If

harmonic or geometric means are used for intercell relative hydraulic

conductivity, the medium may not be able to conduct liquid fast enough at the
front Uo maintain continuity. Consequen=ly, some higher value of hydraulic

conductivity should be used, based on upstream weighting.

Temooral Discretization

The numerical solution of equation 31 requires an approximation to the
%H

time derivative _ and evaluation of the differenced form of the spatial

derivatives at a given point in time. Equation 31 can be written in the

form of an ordinary differential equation:

dH
• -- = kAH (37)dt

where AH is the differenced form of the spatial derivatives. The first-order

correct approximation to =his equation (yon Rosenberg, 1969, p.19) is:

(d_)_ti-i/2 Hi . Hi-I
t= .t__ I (38)

where i is an index to discrete points in the time domain. Equation 38 is

referred to as a fully implicit or backward difference scheme. Its

substitution into equation 31 results in the following equations:

vp[c m SSs]_'l/2 (Hi . Hi-l_
+ n,j n,j]=

ti . ti-I /

._i-I/2 i Hi _i-I/2 i i
_n-I/2,j(H - ) + (H - (39)n-l,j n,3 n,j-Z/2 n,j-I Hn,j)

._i-I/2 i . Hi "_i-I/2 (Hi . Hi )
V_n j(gn+l,jn,j )�n,j*I/2 n,j*l n,j
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Equation 39 may be writuen for each n from I to NLY (uhe number of nodes (

in each col-mn of r.be finite-difference mesh) and for each j from I to NXR

(the number of nodes in each row), resulting in a set of m simultaneous

nonlinear algebraic equations that can be written in matrix form as:

[Ai-I/2] {Hi } =(RHS} , (40)

where: [A] is a square m by m (where m equals the number of rows times the
number of columns) coefficient matrix that includes all implicit

or unknown parts of conductance, storage, and source-sink terms;

and RHS is a vector of all explicit or known parts of conduct-

ance, storage, and source-sink terms.

In equations 39 and 40, r.he implicit parts of all the conductance terms,

_he s_oraEe term, and _he source-sink terms are evaluated at some approxima-

tion to _he midpoint in time between ti and ti-l. It is the dependence of

the parameters on H in these terms that makes equation &0 nonlinear. The next

section discusses linearization of _hese terms to enable solution of equation &0.

Linearisation

Evaluation of the =onlinear parameters in conductance and source-sink

_erms, as well as those that may occur in boundary condition equations, is

accomplished by implicit linearization within the program. This means that (
these terms are evaluated at the current time level. Experience has shown,

and it is evident from figure 8, that specific moisture capacity, the
dominant component of the s_orage term, is more nonlinear _han other _erms

composing elements of [A].

Hence the storage terms of [A] are linearised by a modified New_on-

Raphson technique. Al_hough this method requires additional computational

effort for each iteration, it can significantly increase the rate of
convergence (Finlayson, 1980).

The iterauive method used in the program is developed as follows. By

defining a residual vector {H*] k = - Hx, where k is an iteration index,Hi

equation &0, can be written as:

[Alk'1{m'}• k = {ms}- , ( 11

where [A] is _he linear equivalen_ of [A]. [_]k-I can be written as:

= [Glk-1, ( 21

where both B and G are m x m matrices, [B] k'l containing all conductance terms

_k-1of [_]k-I and [Gs containing all storage terms of [_]k-l. Following

Cooley (1983, p. 127&) [Gs]k'l is a diagonal matrix with: i_.
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1i-1 - K..i'l)'] JJ - -[°s = aH _ Jk-1= Ck-l �(Hjjk'l " H. i'I) ck'1 " Ck'2 (43)jj _.k-1
JJ

where _k._ = vp{c m �SSs]k'1 (4_)

Equation 41 is solved for the residual potential {H*} as a correction to

values of {H}k'l obtained during t_he previous iteration. The use of

residuals as the solution variable in iterative methods has been shown to

minimize roundoff errors in algorithms to solve matrix equations such as

equation 41 (Nobel, Ig6g). Elements of the coefficient matrix [A] k'l are

updated after every iteration, usin E the most recent values of {H}k-l.

Time-Step Limitation

I An implicit time-discretization scheme is used in the computer code.

For linear systems of parabolic equations, this scheme is unconditionally

stable for all values of time step and grid spacing. For linear equations

that may be a mixture of parabolic and hyperbolic, or nonlinear parabolic

equations, such stability is not unconditional (Yinlayson, 1980). The

descriptive flow equation (equation 13) is nonlinear, and may exhibit

hyperbolic behavior when the gradients in the gravitational potential

. dominate. The computer code includes provision for increasing the time-step

length by a user-specified factor (TM]IT). Consequently, a time-step

limitation procedure is included in the computer code to give the user

control over such stability probl_ms_ The code estimates the maximum change

in head for the nex: time step _BIGI_ by linearly extrapolating the maximum
change from the previous time sU_.If BIGI is greater than DSMAX, the time-

step length is decreased by a factor of (DSMAX/BIGI). Similarly if the time-

step len_/h-i_reater than DLTMX, it is set equal to DLTMX. The method is

somew_Et ad hoc_in that the user specifies both a maximum time-step length

(DLTMX_aximum change in pressure head permitted in any grid cell from

one time step to the next (DSMAX). Finally, if convergence is not achieved in

the specifie_ number of iterations, the time step is reduced by the user-

supplied factor, TRED, as described below.

Matrix Solution

The computer code uses the strongly implicit procedure (Stone, 1968) to

solve the set of linear algebraic equations formed by equation 40 iteratively.

At each iteration, the system of equations can be represented by:

[RI_'_{H*}k = _s{m_s}k- [_]k'_{Hlk'1, (_5)

where:

Bs = user-defi_ed damping factor, _.
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Convergence of the nonlinear problem commonly simulated using VSID is highly (

dependent on the value of H_AX. A value of 0.7 often works well, bun values
as low as 0.3 are sometimes needed to obtain convergence.

The iteration required to solve equation 44 is often separated fEom the
iteration used to linearize the nonlinear equations (Brutsaeru, 1971; Freeze,

1971; Cooley,. 1971). However, these authors have found that it is efficien_
to use the same iterauive loop for both linearization and matrix solution.

This is accomplished as follows:

I. All nonlinear coefficients are evaluated using the latest value of

H, and the elements of the [A] matrix and [P,HS} vector are determined.

2. Equation 45 is solved for the residuals, {H_}, using the strongly

implicit procedure.

3. New potentials are computed using the following equation:

= . ,

where wk is a damping factor (0 < wk _ I) _hat is designed _o

dampennumerical oscillations. In is calculated by the computer

code according to the formula given by Cooley (1983, p. 127&).

(
4. Convergence is tested for by requiring that all H_ be less in magni-

tude than a user-specified tolerance (EPS in table 3).

5. If convergence is achieved, the program proceeds to the next time

step. If convergence is not achieved, steps I through 4 are repea_ed a

maximum of ITMAX times, where ITNAX is a user-specified variable. If

convergence is still not achieved, the length of the current time step

is reduced by the user-specified factor of TRED and heads computed at the

end of the previous time step are re-established as initial conditions

for the shortened time step. Steps 1 through 4 are again repeated a ....

maximum of ITMAX times. The length of the time step can be reduced 3

times within an individual time step. If convergence is s_ill no_

obtained either the program proceeds to the next time step (if ITSTOP =

FALSE) or the program terminates after writing an error message and

results from the last iteration (if ITSTOP = TRUE).

In some cases, the iterative process may not converge within a specified

tolerance. In these cases, the solution does no_ diverge, but oscilla_es

about the true solution. These oscillations commonly occur in systems in
which quasi-equilibrium or steady-state conditions are approached. No panacea
exists for eliminating these oscillations, but convergence can often be {
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achieved by changing the value of HMAX _hat multiplies the [RHS} term in

equation 46. An approximate ranEe of values for H_AX is 0.2 to I.i.

Trescott and others (1976, p. 26) give more derail on__his parameter.

Care must be exercised when specifyin E _he ITSTOP option (table 3) _o

FALSE. Errors may increase wiuhout bound wiUh simulauion time if convergence

is not achieved in several sequential time steps, resulting in totally

nonsensical results. Outpuu generated using this option should be thoroughly

scrutinized to e_sure that the results are indeed meaningful.

Initial Conditions

Initial conditions required for soluuion of the fluid-flow equation are

specified by reading either _he initial volumetric-moisture content, (e) or

the initial pressure head, h. The program computes _he pressure head or the
volumetric-moisture content using the appropriate moisture conceal-pressure

head function or its inverse from the supplied dana. Boundary conditions at

the start of simulation are read after initial conditions are set, so _hat

they override initial conditions for boundary cells.

One commonly found iniuial condition is one in which the pressure

potenuial is in equilibrium with the elevation potential above a free-water

surface or water table. This condition is referred Uo in soil physics

literature as an equilibrium profile. Auuomatic compuuation of pressure

heads uo provide such a profile as an iniuial condition is an option in Uhe

program. The user also may specify a constant minimum pressure head

to replace uhe upper par_ of an equilibrium profile.

Boundary Conditions

Numerical approximations to the boundary conditions required to solve

the fluid flow equation are described in this section.

Specified Flux and Potential

The specified flux boundary condition, which is described by equation 14,

is also called a Neumann boundary condition. The specified potential, or

Dirichlet boundary condition, is given by equation 15. The use of a block-

centered finite difference grid in this model results in the following

dilemma: The Neumann boundary condition (specified VII) can be specified

properly, buc the Dirichlet condition (specified H) cannon. With a face-

centered grid, _he Dirichleu boundary condition specification is straight-

forward, because uhe nodes are located on the boundary; however, flux boundary

conditions require special formulation of the equations for each face across

which _he flux occurs. Difficulty in numerical implementation of _hese

formulations in two dimensions was one of Uhe reasons for choosing a block-
centered grid.

The specified flux boundary condition is implemented in _he code by the

use of source or sink terms aC the boundary nodes. Each _erm in the

summation in equauion 13 represents a flux across a cell face. Consequently,

when such a face is on a boundary, its conducuance is set to zero, and a

source or sink term approximates the boundary flux.
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To accurately represent a specified potential on the boundary, these
cells should be as small (as possible) in the dimension perpendicular to _he

boundary. However, making this dimension small may require smaller time

steps to prevent oscillation (Finlayson and o_hers, 1978) and to preserve

accuracy. Nodes with a sptcified potential are actually removed from the
model domain. Because of this, the user should be aware that errors may

occur in the computed mass balance if specified potentials are changed between
successive simulation periods.

Infiltration

As discussed previously, infiltration may be a multistage process in

which _he boundary condition initially is oue of specified flux, followed by

a specified potential, and possibly, a reversion to one of specified flux.

The boundary condition changes at _he time ponding occurs or ceases.

Infiltration is implemented in the code by:

I. Specifying the application or rainfall rate as a source term at

boundary cells on _he land surface. A new simulation period must be

used to change rainfall rates.

2. Solving for all heads at the current time step.

3. Checking values of pressure potential (h) at each rainfall boundary

node. If h is less than _he maximum height of ponding (hpond_, as

specified by the user, the simulation proceeds to _he next time step. (

If h is greater than hpond, h is set equal to hpond , the boundary

condition at than node is se_ to a specified potential, and step 2 is

repeated. At the same time, a flag (IFET2) is set to indicate that at

least one node has been converted from specified flux to specified head.

A. Once ponding has occurred, the flux through each node subject to

ponding is computed and compared to _he specified flux. If._he.comput_e_d

flux exceeds that specified by I percent or more, the node is

respecified as a cons ta%_ flux node, and s_ep 2 is repea_ed. The

l-_rcenttolerance is incorporated to minimize flip-flopping between
.

specified boundary conditions.

The value of hpond is determined by the user-defined variable POND. The

appropriate value for POND depends on the topography of the cross section

being simulated. If the land surface is flat or uniformly sloping, the depth

of ponding should be uniform. Under these conditions, POND Should be a zero

or positive value corresponding to the anticipated height of ponded water

above land surface. If the cross section includes a furrow or depression, on
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the other hand, as shown in figure 13, water would drain by overland runoff

into the depression, where it might accumulate to some significant depth.

This situation may be simulated by establishing a horizontal z_ro reference

line that coincides with the highest point on the land surface. POND is

defined as th_ algebraic height of anticipated ponding in the depression abov_

the r-ference line, and is thus negative. Under these conditions,

bpond = maximum of (0,DZZ POND) , (47)

where DZZ = depth of each boundary node subject to infiltration below the

reference point (positive downward).

The maximum height of pondin E for each node will thus be equal to the greater

of the elevation equal to POND or the elevation of land surface.

The manner in which VS2D may be used to determine the duration of a

given rainfall rate, relative to the saturated hydraulic conductivity, needed

to produce surface ponding and overland runoff for a given soil and specified

initial conditions, is illustrated in figure 14. This figure shows the time

required to produce ponding on a thick (4 m) bed of sand having the hydaulic

properties of soil 4 in table 1, based on Brooks-Corey parameters. The effect

on ponding time of two different initial conditions is show_ by the separate

curves. Ponding occurs significantly sooner when the soil column is rela-

tively wet (pressure head = -80 cm) than when it is well drained (pressure

head = -200 cm).

Evaporation

Evapora=ion across a boundary cell face is simulated as a two-stage

process, as described above. Bare-soil evaporation is computed as the upward

flux driven by the pressure-potential gradient between the soil and the

atmosphere by the equation:

EV = XZ SRES(HA- h) (4S)r

The actual value of the evaporation flux is established by the value of EV.

(I) if EV > PEV, the sink term for the cell is set equal to EV x A x p, where

A = surface area of the cell. (2) If EV _ PEV, the sink term for the cell is

set equal to PEV x A x p.

When simulating evaporation, the user must specify _hree variables, as
described below:

1. PEV, evaporative demand of the atmosphere, or potential evaporation,

as a function of elapsed simulation time, LT -I. Values for potential

evaporation may be estimated using, say, the Penman equation (Campbell,

1977, p. 120) with an appropriate wind function. PEV is determined in

the program by a subroutine VSPET (which can be provided by the user)
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Figure 13.--The reference plane from which the depth of ponding, POND,
is measured:

A. For infiltration through a horizontal surface.

B. For infiltration through a furrowed surface.
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Figure 14.--Ponding time as a function of relative rainfall rate for a sand

(soil no. 4, table I_ for two different initial condiUions. (
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based on the variation of potential evaporation with elapsed simulation

time. The programmed subroutine assumes a recurrin E cycle of potential

evaporation. Thus, several days of evapotranspiration may be simulated

using a repeating daily sequence of hourly potantial evapotranspiration

values, or a few years of evapotranspiration could be simulated using a

repeated annual sequence of, say, monthly values. The variation in PEV

throughou_ a cycle is represented by a user-defined number (_PV_ of line

segments (ET periods) of equal length in time (ETCYC). Values of PEV for

the beginning of each line segment must be entered by the user at the

beginning of the simulation as a single set of.values for that simu-

lation. The program selects r.be proper line segment, based on elapsed

simulation time, and then determines the value of PEV by linearly

interpolating between values at the beEinnin E and end of that segment.

2. HA, pressure potential of the atmosphere, L. This may be computed

using the Kelvin equation (equation 61:

HA= RT ]n h ,
Mwg a

where h a = relative humidity of the atmosphere.

As an example, assume that air temperature is 27 °C (300 K) and that

relative humidity is 0.9. Since R = 8.31 kg • m2/sec z - K • g • mol,

and Mw = 0.018 kg/g-mol, HA = -l,&90 m. Moreover, at the same

i" temperature and a relative humidity of 0.I, HA = -32,500 m. However, a
pressure potential smaller than minus a few thousand meters of water can

cause numerical instability in the simulation code. Thus, the user may

want to arbitrarily specify HA as -I x 10_ m or so. Numerical experi-

ments, described below, indicate that the computed evaporative flux is

changed by only a few percent when HA is changed from -500 m to -I,000 m

in a problem involving typical soil properties. Thus, little error

should be introduced by using a value of HA of relatively small absolute
magnitude.

3. SRES, surface resistance, L-I The total pressure potential in the
atmosphere is assumed to apply ac land surface. The surface resistance

would be just the reciprocal of the distance from the node to land

surface, or 2./DELZ(2). However, the user may want to simulate the

effect of a less permeable surface crust. Under these conditions, SRE$

would be equal to the reciprocal of the thickness of designated soil

that has the same hydraulic resistance as the crust. Thus, if the crust

were assumed to have a thickness of DELZ(2_/2.,

SRES = [2./DELZ(2)] x Kc/Ki,2, (49)

where Ki, 2 = designated saturated hydraulic conductivity of boundary
node, and

K¢ = saturated hydraulic conductivity of the crust material.
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For this approach, it is implicitly assumed that the unsaturated {
hydraulic conductivity function for the crust is the same as that for the
surface soil.

SRE$ and HA are treated as cyclically varyin E parameters in the same

manner as potential evaporation. Thus, it is necessary for the user to
specify NPV values of both HA and SRE$ at the beginning of the simulation.

Some results obtained using Program VSID to compute evaporation from a
sand are shown in figure 15. For r.hesimulations, the sand was assumed to
have the hydraulic properties listed for entry 4 in table I, based on the

Brooks-Corey model. The sand was assumed to contain water throughout a deep

profile underlain by impermeable materials at a pressure head of -80 cm. The

pressure potential of the a_mosphere was assumed to be -I,000 m. Simulations
were made for three assumed potential evaporation rates, resulting in the
graphed rates of evaporation. Note that once the evaporation rate becomes

soil limited, it is essentially the same, regardless of the potential rate.
The small humps in the curves likely arise from numerical problems in the

code during the transition from climate-limited to soil-limited evaporation.
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Figure 15.--Variation of evaporation rate from the surface of a column of sand

(soil no. &, table I), 1-meter deep, for different potential evaporation rates. (
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Evapotranspiration

Evapotranspiration by vegetation results in plant-root ex=rac=ion, which

in turn is computed based on the following equation:

qm = KXr (h)r(z't)(hroot'h) (50)

where r(z,t) is a root activity function of depth and time, L'Z; and

hroot = pressure head in the root for the entire system, L.

Total ex=rac=ion by roots in a given column of cells is:

0 = OZ (vq)m (51)
m=l

where m = number of cells in the column with roots present.

If water is freely available to the plants, equations 50 and 51 may
compute a flux from the soil (thus negative in sign) that is larger in

magnitude than the potential evapotranspiration rate (PET). Consequently,
for each iteration, the value of Q computed by equation 51 is compared to

PET x A x p, and if Q is larger in magnitude than that value, all qm are
F" adjusted by

• qm = (PET x A x O)
% (523

Otherwise, all qm remain as the values computed by equation 50. The flow

equation is t_en solved using the specified values for _m"

To simulate of evapotranspiration, the logical variable ETSIM must be set

to TRUE, and values for five variables must be specified, including PET
(potential evapotranspiration), HROOT (minimum pressure in the roots, RTDPTH
(_he depth of rooting), RTBOT (the root activity at the bottom of the root

zone), and RTTOP (the root activity at land surface). All of these variables
are assumed to vary cyclically, and NPV values of each variable must be

specified at the beginning of the simulation. The variables used to simulate
evapotranspiration are discussed in greater detail below.

I. PET, Potential evapotranspirati6n, LT-1 Typically, potential
evapotranspiration would be computed from climatic data, using an
equation such as the Penman or Jensen-Haise equations (Jensen, 1973)

times an appropriate empirically determined crop factor.

2. HROOT, the pressure potential within the plant roots, L. Ordinarily
HROOT would be set equal to the permanent wil_in E point for the plants

in question. The permanent wilting point is defined as the pressure
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potential in the soil at which the plant wilts and dies. For most

agricultural crops, the permanent wilting point is equivalent to about
-150 m of water.

3. RTDPTH, depth of rooting, i. This is the maximum depth below land
surface in which root extraction is allowed. As programmed, the roots

could grow throughout the season, then die back at the end of the season
to start-over.

A. RTBOT, root activity at bottom of the root zone [r(RTDPTH,t) in

equation 50], L-2. This term is defined as the length of roots in a

given volume of soil divided by that volume. The function routine
VSRDF calculates the root activity for each depth within the root zone

by linearily interpolating between the activity at the bottom of the
root zone and that at land surface (RTTOP). Root activities range from

0 up to about 3.0 cm-z, depending on the plant community and its stage

of development.

5. RTTOP, root activity at land surface [r(0,t)], i -2. This parameter

is similar to RTBOT, and the comments above regarding RTBOT apply.

Several more comprehensive root-resistance functions have been presented

in the literature (Molz, 1981). The user may want to supply his own root-

activity function, which would replace VSRDF in the program.

Examples of the use of program VS2.D to simulate the effects of evapo-

transpiration are shown in figures 16 through 18. Figures 16 and 17 show the

effects of plant-root extraction on the pressure-head profile with time in a (
1.8-m thick sandy soil having the hydraulic properties listed for soil A in

table I, based on the Brooks-Corey model. Figure 16 shows the pressure head

profiles that would develop with time in the sand if it were underlain by an

impermeable bed at a depth of 1.8 m, starting with an initial pressure head of

-I00 cm. Figure 17 shows _he pressure-head profiles that would develop in the

same sand underlain by a fixed water table at 1.8-m depth, with an equilibrium

profile from the water table to a depth of 0.8 m and a uniform pressure head

of -I00 cm above that depth. Root depth was 0.6 m, and root activities varied
from 1.0 cm-2 at land surface to 0.5 cm-z at the base of the root zone.

The actual evapotranspiration rates for the two cases during the 10-day

simulation are shown in figure 18. Note that, in the case involving a

shallow water table, the plant-root extraction induces upward flow from the

water table, but the plants are not able to obtain enough water to meet the

a_mospheric demand. On the other hand, the plants growing in the absence of

a shallow water table are nearly unable to extract water after about 5 days.

Note that these large differences in evapotranspiration rates arise eves

though the pressure-head profiles for _he two situations are quite similar.

Seepage Faces

Seepage faces produce nonlinear boundary conditions because the position

of the top of the face is not known a priori. The code simulates this

boundary condition in a manner similar to that described by Neuman (1975).

This is accomplished as follows:

(
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• profiles are the same as for figures 16 and 17.

1. The user specifies the nodes that fall on potential seepage face

boundaries, as well as initial estimates of the seepage face heights.

2. For each seepage face, pressure potentials are set equal to zero
from above the free-water surface to a height equal to the initial

estimate of the seepage face height. Along the remainder of the poten-
tial seepage face, the boundary condition is considered to be one of

specified zero flux.

3. Potentials are solved for in the entire system, and fluxes along the

seepage face are computed. If these fluxes are all either zero or out of

the system, simulation proceeds. If any point alon E the seepage face

exists where h is specified as zero, and the computed flux is into the

system, this cell is set to a prescribed zero flux boundary. For a

specified zero flux cell, if the computed pressure head is positive, h is

set to zero and the boundary condition is set to be one of specified

potential.

4. Step 3 is repeated until all fluxes are out of the system alone

boundary segments at which h has been set to zero and all pressure

potentials are less _han or equal to 0 along the boundary.
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Source-Sink Terms

Internal source-sink terms, other than plant-root extraction, must be
• treated either as constant-head or constant-flux nodes, the value of which

may be changed with time. Fluxes must be in terms of volume per time (L3/T)
or of volume per time per unit of top surface area of the nodal cell (L/T).
The former option is convenient for simulating pumping wells, while the
latter option would be used to simulate infiltration. Constant-head nodes

may be seu in terms of pressure or total head. If the sc_,rce-sink terms are
made up of more than one node, the user muse determine beforehand how the
specified flux (or specified head) should be appor:ioned among all the nodes.

As was mentioned under "Theoretical Background", source-sink terms

present in an unsaturated medium can possibly produce unrealistic results,
due to the inability of the medium to conduct fluid at a fast enough rate.

VS2D has no provision to check r.hevalidity of the computed results when this

option is selected. Therefore the user is cautioned to scrutinize the
calculated output to ensure that it is reasonable.

Nonlinear Coefficient Evaluation

Function subprograms have been written and tested to define O from

specified h, h from specified 8, Kr(h), and ¢m(h) , based on one of the
following algebraic equations:

I. Brooks and Corey (1964).

f- 2. van Genuchten (1980).

3. Haverkamp (1977).

The various expressions based on these equations are presented in the
section "Nonlinear Coefficients". For all three equations, the variables
use_ to evaluate the coefficients are stored in array HI< (input line B-7 in

table 3). The first four entries for each texture class must be the ratio of
vertical to horizontal conductivity, horizontal saturated hydraulic conduc-

tivity, specific storage, and porosity. The fifth entry is the bubbling
pressure for the Brooks and Corey equation, _' (as defined in this report) for
the van Genuchten equation, or A' for the Haverkamp relative hydraulic con-

ductivity equation. The sixth entry is residual moisture content for all

three equations. The seventh entry is Brooks-Corey A, van Genuchten _', or B'
for the Haverkamp relative hydraulic conductivity equation. These seven

values are adequate to evaluate all nonlinear coefficients using the Brooks-
Corey and van Genuchten equations, but two additional values are needed to
evaluate the coefficients for the Haverkamp equation. These are read as

Haverkamp a for the eighth variable and Haverkamp _ for the ninth.

Alternatively, different function subroutines may be used to interpolate
the coefficient values from tabular data of h, 8, and K . For the included

function routines, the first four values are the ratio _f vertical to hori-

zontal conductivity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, specific storage,

and porosity, as above. All pressure heads are then input in increasing
order from the smallest to the largest. Next all values of relative hydraulic

conductivity are entered in the same order. Finally, all values of moisture

content are input in the same order. There must be an equal number of heads,
/
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relative conductivities, and moisture contents. The last values of head, (

relative hydraulic conductivity, and moisture content should all be 99 uo

indicate the end of data. For this option, initial conditions must be

specified in terms of pressure potential. In should be recognized that the
use of tabular da_a and an interpolation scheme may add considerable _ime to

the execution of the program.

As listed in Attachment I, the program is set up to use the van Genuch_en

equations to define e, h, K , and c . The functions using the Brooks and

Corey or Haverkamp equatlons or llnear interpolation are included as
comment cards at the end of the program. To use these subroutines, they

should be unloaded from the file, stripped of comment designation, compiled,

and loaded with a compiled version of VSID that does not include the

functions for the Brooks-Corey model.

Liuuid-Flux and Mass-Balance Computations

For man 7 applications of this model, the quantities of most interest are

fluxes in and out of the system. These fluxes are computed and printed

separately for the following:

I. Specified potential boundaries;

2. Specified flux boundaries;

3. Evaporation;

&. Transpiration by plants; and

5. Specified source-sink cells. (

These fluxes are balanced against changes in storage in _he system being

modeled. Integration of storage changes over the solution domain and over

time uses differenced forms of the storage term in equation 13. The error in

the balance is computed as a cumulative volume and as mass flux rates.

COHPUTER PROGRA_

Prosram Structure

The following pages list the functions of each of the subroutines, the

required data inputs, and the content of the output files. A complete

source-code listing is given in Attachment I and a flow chart for the program

is given in Attachment 2. Definitions of variables are given in table 2.

Table 3 lists the input data, including temporary designations not listed in
table 2, and describes the read formats.

Communication among subroutines is achieved through the use of common

blocks with minimal use of variables passed through calling sequences.

&8
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Table 2.--Def/n/_ions of vari_doles

INN, number of nodes; KT, number of time steps; NTEX, number of textural

classes; NIY, number of rows; NXR, number of cohu_ns; NIT, number of
iterations; NPLTIM, number of times to print to file 11; NTC$, number

of seepage faces]

Variable Definition

HX(NN) Horizontal saturated byd=aulic conductivity, iT-I.
HKTT(NN) Conductance at left side of cell, L2T-I. _
KKI.L (N'N) Conductance at left side of cell, L2T-I.

PXXX(NN) Total head from previous time step, L.

QfNN) Evapotranspiration rate, L3T -_.
RT(NN) Root activity function, L-2.
TKETA(NN) Volumetric moisture content at current time step, i°.

THIET (NN) Volumetric moisture content at previous time step. L°.
QQ(NN) Array of constant fluxes into or out of each cell, L_T "I.

DUM(NN) Temporary array used for input and output.
A(NN) Coefficient in flow equation for left side of each cell,

LZT-I

B(NN) Coefficient in flow equation for top side of each cell, LZT -1.
C(NN) Coefficient in flow equation for right side of each cell,

L2T-I

D(NN) Coefficient in flow equation for bottom of each cell, L2T -I.
_. E(NN) Coefficient for center of each cell, L2T -I.

RHS(NN) Right-hand side of the flow equation for each cell, L3T -I
P(NN) Total head at current time step, L.

PITT(NN) Static array used in VSHGEN to allow Newton-Raphson treatment
of capacitance terms.

HCND(NN) Relative hydraulic conductivity at each cell, L°.
DEL(NN) Temporary array used in SIP.

ETA(NN) Temporary array used in SIP.

V(NN) Temporary array used in SIP.
XI(NN) Residual of total head between iterations, L.

ETOUT Total transpiration from system for each time step, _/T-I.
ETOUTI Total evaporation from system for each time step, MT-I.
TITL 80 character title.

DELZ(NLY) Grid spacing in vertical direction, L.
DXR(NXR) Grid spacing in horizontal direction, L.
RX(NXR) Radial or horizontal distance from left side of domain to center

of each col,,--, L.

DELY Thickness of vertical section, L.

DSMAX Maximum allowed change in head per time step, L.
2TKX(NN) Textural class code for each cell.

JSPX(3,Z5,&) Integer map of seepage face nodes; first dimension contains

cell number, row number, and column number for each cell
on a possible seepage face; second dimension is the
position on the seepage face from lowest to highest

dimension; third dimension is the seepage face number.
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Table 2.--DeSinitions of variables--Continued

Variable Definition

NTYP(NN) Boundary condition or cell type indicator:
0 = internal node;

I = specified pressure head;

2 = specified flux per unit top surface area of cell;

3 = cell on which seepage face is permitted;

_ 4 = specified total head;
5 = cell from which evaporation is permitted; and

6 = specified volumetric flow rate.

IDU_(_N) Temporary array for input and output of texture class codes.

IJOBS(NOBS) Array of observation points; head and saturation for each cell
contained in IJOBS will he written to file 11 each time step.

KDUM(_) Temporary array to read in observation points for which data
are to be written to file 11.

NFC(&) Number of cells permitted in each seepage face.

EPS Convergence criterion for all iterations, L.

STERR Steady-state convergence criterion for all recharge periods, L.
STIM Curren_ value of elapsed simulation _ime, T.

TPER Length of current recharEe period, T.

PET Potential plant transpiration per unit area, LT -z, as computed

by function VSPET.

PEV Potential evaporation per unit area, LT -1, as computed by

function VSPET. (

PETT Potential evaporation or potential evapotranspiration from

column area, L3T -I.

ANIZ(10_ Ratio of vertical-to-horizontal saturated hydraulic con-

ductivity or anisotropy factor, L°.

WUS Upstream weighuin E factor for relative hydraulic conductivity,
L° .

WDS Downstream weishting factor for relative hydraulic conduc-

tivity, i°•

HROOT Pressure head in roots at which plants permanently wilt, L.

HA Pressure head in the atmosphere, used to compute evaporation,
L.

NPV Number of potential evaporation or potential evapo_ranspira-

tion values to be read in during simulation.

PEVAL(25) Potential evaporation a_ beginning of simulation and at end of

each user-specified interval thereafter, LT -I

PTVAL(25) Potential evapotranspiration at beginnin E of simulation and at

end of each user-specified interval thereafter, LT-I.

RDC(6,25) Constants used to determine pressure potential of the ar.mos-

phere, surface resistance of the soil, rootin E depth, root

activity functions, and root pressure potential.

DH_X(NIT_ Maximum change in total head over entire solution domain for

each iteration within each time s_ep, L.

DPTH(NN) Depth from land surface _o center of each cell,L.
TL_(NLY) Temporary array.

(
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Table 2.--Definitions of variables--Continued

_ariable Definition

DZZ(NIY) Vertical distance from origin at top of domain to center of
each later, L.

PLTIM(NPLT) Times at which heads are written to files 6 and 8 for all
cells, T.

HM(30) Iteration parameters for SIP algorithm, L°.

KK(10,100) Array of textural properties for each different class.
First dimension refers Co textural class. Second

dimension refers to saturated hydraulic conductivity,

specific storage, porosity, and ocher parameters
required for determining moisture and conductivity
functions.

DLTMIN Minimum allowed time step, T.
SRE$ Surface-resistance factor for evaporation, L"1.

DELT Current time-s_ep length, T.
DLTHX Maximum allowed time step, T.

Relaxation or damping factor, L°.
POND Maximum allowed depth of ponded water, L.

CUNX Descriptor for units of mass.
RTDPTH Root depth, L.
TMIT Multiplier for rime-step length, L°.

... TRED Factor for rime-step length reduction, L°.
THAX Maximum simulation _ime, T.

TUNIT Descriptor for units of time.

RHOZ Liquid density, ML "3.
ZUNIT Descriptor of units used for length.
PI2 2 x n, L°.
IFET Counter that is se_ to I when ponding has occurred or ceased;

allows re_mning of the _ime step wi_h new boundary
conditions.

IFET1 Counter to determine whether all nodes for which ponding can
occur have been _ested.

I}'ET2 Counter to determine whether any nodes _hat were initially

specified as constant flux are now specified as constant-
head nodes.

ITHAX . Maximum permitted number of iterations per time step.

/FLAG Flag used to initiate print to file 6, when set to I.
JSTOP Flag used to stop simulation, if sec to I.
ITEST Switch to indicate convergence (=0) or nonconvergence of

iteration (=I).

Maximum permitned number of time steps.
NRECH Number of periods for which different b0undary-condition data

are to be read.

NIY Number of rows in domain.
NXR Number of columns in domain.

NLYY NIY-I.

NXRR _R-I.

KP Counter on number of periods with different boundary conditions
[ (recharge periods).
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Table 2.--Defini_ion: of variaSles--Conuinued

Variable Defimition

KTIM Time-step counter.
NIT Iteration counter.

NITT Total number of iterations for simulation.

MINIT Minimum number of iterations for each time step.
JPLT Switch to write all heads to file 8 (=I), or bypass writing

these (=0).
NPLT Number of times for which all heads are written to file 8.

NOBS Number of cells for which head and saturation are written to

file 11 each time step.

NFCS Number of seepage faces.

/LAST{NFCS) Number of node which represents current heigh_ of each
seepage face.

h'NODES Total number of nodes in simulation.

NTEX Number of texcura! classes.

TEPT If = T, moisture contents are written co file 6.
SPNT If = T, saturations are written to file 6.

PPNT If = T, pressure heads are written to file 6.

BCIT If = T, flux boundary condition involving evaporation
is permitted.

PRNT If = T, heads and saturations are written to file 6

every time step; if = F, beads and saturation are written

at designated times and at end of recharge period. (
RAD If = T, cylindrical coordinate system is used; if = F,

rectangular system is used.

PHRD If = T, initial values of pressure bead are read; if = F,
initial volumetric moisture contents are read for entire
solution domain.

ITSTOP If = T, simulation is terminated if _%XIT iterations are
exceeded during a time step.

SEEP If = T, seepage faces are permitted.
H_FT If = T, total heads are written to site 6.

F6P If = T, mass balance summary is written to file 6 each

time step. If false, mass balance summary is written to
file 6 at designated _imes and at end of recharge period.

ETSIM If = T, flux boundary condition involving plan_ transpiration
is permicted.

FTP If = T, the maximum bead change for each iteration is
written to file 7 after every time step.

FSP If = T, _he mass-balance s_,mary and pressure beads, coral
heads, saturations, and/or moisture conten_s, as designated
are written to file 6 at specified times; pressure beads
are written to file 8 for _he same times.

FgP If = T, mass-balance components, including evaporation and
evapotranspiration are written to file 9 for each time step.

FlIP If = T, beads and saturations are written co file 11 for

specified observation points each time s_ep.

(
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Input Daua

Da_a are read, mainly as free-formatted or list-¢irected input, from

file 5. However, the title and the units are read in VSID in A-forma_ to

avoid the need to enclose the character strings in quotation marks. The use

of free format, which is supported by Fortran-77 and some extended versions of

Fortran-66 facilitates terminal input. Data for a given READ statement can

occur anywhere on _he Line, or may occur on several lines, each entry being

separated by a comma or by one or more blanks. Every i_em in the input lis_

requires an entry (blanks do not represent zer_bu_ data may be read using

- a repeat count. Entry of data using the form\n*d_esults in n values of d
being read into the program. For repeated daui-_n_ries, such as _hose read in

at the starl of a new recharge period, _he user may wish Io re_ain some

previously read values. This may be accomplished for entries within the read

list by the use of two commas surrounding _he position of the the previous

entry to be retained. If the entries to be retained are at the end of the

list, the new entries may be followed by a / for some systems, or blank /,
which terminates the record.

Users wishing to use this program on a computer winh a Fornran compiler

than does no_ suppor_ free format must add format s_atement numbers uo the

read statements, using formats of their choice (compatible with the data _ype

of the variables_.

Table 3 lists the data inpu_ entries by line. The usual Fortran conven-

tion is used to designate real numbers and integers.

Subroutine Descriptions

An attempt was made Co make the computer code as modular as possible to

facilitate updating of subroutines. As given in this report, the computer

code comprises 22 subroutine and function subprograms. The main program to

execute the code must be supplied by _he user. This allows the inclusion of

file attachment statements (if any_ that may be required for a particular
machine installation.

This section gives the purpose of each subroutine and function

subprograms included in the computer code.

_5%_ 1. V_EXEC Executive control of simulation:
a. Reads solution domain dimensions, program options

and location and rimes for output to monitoring files.
b. Calls routines to: (I_ read material properties,

boundary and initial conditions; (2) echo input data;

(3) control time sequence of simulation; (&) compute

coefficients in manrix equations and solve _hem; and

(5) ?ucpu_ results of simulation.

2. BLOCK DATA Initializes values for common blocks used in the program.

3. VSKEAD Inputs initial conditions:

a. Reads material properties, initial heads or moisture

' contents, and initial source/sink strengths from file 5.

b. Computes depths for evapotranspirauion calculations.
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Table 3.--Znpu_ da_a forma_:s (

Card Variable Description

[Line group A read by VSEXEC]

A-1 TIT1 80-character problem description
(formatted read, 20A4).

A-2 TMAX Maximum simulation time, T.
STIM Initial time (usually set co 0), T.

A-3 ZUNIT Units used for length (A4). -
TUNIT Units used for time (A4).
CUNX Units used for mass (A4).

Note: Line A-3 is read in 3A4 format, so the unit designations must occur
in columns I-4, 5-8, 9-12, respectively.

A-4 < NXR Number of cells in horizontal or
"--/ radial direction.

NIY - Number of cells in vertical direction.

A-5 " NRECH Number of recharge periods.

NUHT Maximum number of time steps.
A-6 RAD Logical variable = T if radial

coordinates are used; otherwise = F.
ITSTOP Logical variable = T if simulation is

to terminate after ITMAX iterations in

one t_me step; otherwise = F. % _

A-7 FllP Logical variable = T if bea_._..d, "@I "moisture content, and saturation _ "T_4"(
at selected observation points are
to be written to file_at end of

'_ each time_step; otherwise = F.

FTP Logi-_l-_ariable=T if bead cha_ges _._

.foreach __exa_ion in every ti_p_
step are to be written in file/7-_ _

W"" ,o_,,_otherwise = F. w

FSP Logical variable = T if o/utputof _./
pressure heads to file_is desired

at selected observation times; ocher- ._
wise = F. _

FgP Logical variable = T if one-line mass
hal_ante s,,-,-aryfor each rime step is

to be written to file_ otherwise
= I:.

• F6P Logical variable = T if mass balance

is to be written to file 6 for each

time step; = F"if .,ass balance is co

be written to file 6 only ac obser-

vati_o.n_._Cim_es, and_ends of re,c_harge
periods.
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Table 3.--Inpul: data foz"JaCJ--Continued

Card Variable Description

A-8 THFr Logical variable =T if vqolume_r/_

mois_ur_ contents are to be written
to file 6; otherwise = F.

SPNT Logical variable = T if sa_uratious
are to be written to file 6; other-

wise = F.

PPN_ Logical variable = T if pressure beads

are to be written to file 6; other-
wise = Y.

HPNT Logical variable = T if total heads are
to be written to file 6; otherwise = F.

A-9 IFAC =-0 if grid spacing in horizontal (or
radial) direction is _o be read in for

each col-m- and multiplied by FACX.

= I if all horizontal grid spacing is

to be constant and equal to FACX.

= 2 if horizontal grid spacing is vari-

able, wi_hs_acing for the first_two
columns equal to FACX and-the spacing

for each subsequent column equal to

_/iT times the spacing of the pre-

vious column, until the spacing equals

_L%X, whereupon spacing becomes con-
stant at X_I.AX.

FACX Constant grid spacing in horizontal (or
radial) direction (if IFAC=I);

coms_ant multiplier for all spacing

(if IFAC=0); or ini=ial spacing (if

IYAC=2), i.

Line set A-IO is present if IYAC = 0 or 2.

If IFAC = 0, ........ .........

A-10 DXR Grfd'spacing in horizontal or radial
I direction. Number of entries must
pJ

equal NXR, L.

If IFAC = 2,

A-10 _£_LT Multiplier by which the width of each
node is increased from _hat of the

previous node.
XMAX Maximum allowed horizontal or radial

spacing, L.

A-If JTAC = 0 if grid spacing in vertical
direction is to be read in for each

row and mul_iplied by FACZ.

= I if all vertical grid spacing is to

be constant and equal _o FACZ.
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Table 3.--Inpu_ da_.a forma/:-_--Continued ("

Card Variable Description

A-ll--_AC--Continued
= 2 if vertical grid spacing is

variable, with spacing for the first
two rows equal uo FACZ and the spacing
for each subsequent row equal to
Z/_T times the spacing at the

previous row, until spacing equals
Z,H.A.X,whereupon spacing becomes
constant at 22dAX.

FACZ Constant grid spacing in vertical
direction (if JTAC=I); constant
multiplier for all spacing (if JTAC

=0); or initial vertical spacing (if
JTAC=2), L.

.Line set A-12 is present only if _AC = 0 or 2.
If /FAC = 0,
A-12 DELZ Grid spacin E in vertical direction;

number of entries must equal FLY, L.
If /_AC = 2,

A'I2 22flTLT Multiplier by which each node is
increased from that of previous node.

221_X Maximum allowed vernical spacing, L. (
-Line sets A-13 to A-14 are present only if F8P = T, C_

A-13 b'PLT . Number of time steps to write heads
i_- _ _0 ._tt_ to file 8 and heads, saturations
,_,,_q O_/_o_ and/or ®olsture contents to file 6.

A-14 PLTIH _'_ Elapsed t_Jnes at which pressure heads

_'a_ are to be written to file 8, and •
heads, saturations and/or moisture _
contents to file 6, T.

Line sets A-15 to A-16 are present only if FlIP = T,
A-15 NOBS Number of observation points for which

heads, moisture conten_s, and satur-
ations are to be written to file 11.

A-16 J,N Row and column of observation

A double entry is required for each
observation point, resulting in
2xNOBS values.

[Line Stoup B read by subroutine VSREAD]

B-I EP5 Closure criteria for iterative solution,
units used for head, L.

HMAX Relaxation parameter for i_era_ive
solution. See discussion in _ex_ for

more de_ail. Value is senerally in _he
ranEe of 0.4 to 1.2.
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Table 3.--ln_u_ data forma_--Continued

Card Variable Description

B-l--Continued

WUS Weighting option for intercell rela-
tive hydraulic conductivizy:
W_S = 1 for full upstream weighting.
WUS = 0.5 for arithmetic mean.

W_S = 0.0 for geometric mean.

B-2 RHOZ Fluid 4ensity (M/L_ in units designated
in line A-3).

B-3 MINIT Minimum number of iterations per time

step.
ITMAX Maximum number of iterations per time

step. Must be less than 201.
B-4 PHIRD Logical variable = T_if initial

conditions are read in as pressure
head-----s;=_if initial conditions
a/e read _, ks moistu___.

B-5 NTEX Number of textural classes or lith-

ologies having different values of
hydraulic conductivity, specific
storage, and/or constants in the
functional relations among pressure

head, relative conductivity, and
moisture content.

NPROP Number of material propernies to be
read in for each textural class.

When using Brooks and Corey or van
Genuchten functions, set NPROP = 6,

and when using Haverkamp functions,

set B-PROP = 8. When using tabulated
data, set NP.RSP= 6 plus numberof
data points in table. [For example,
if the number of pressure heads in

the table is...equa/to NI_ then s%t
NPROP =3_(NI à!¬�0_.... .

Line sets B-6 and B-7 must be repeated NTEX times _.-I,_,.- _ _. -. -- -,--
B-6 ITEX Indexto textural class _'_

B-7 ANIZ(ITEX) Ratio of vertical-to-horizontal or

radial conductivity for textural
• class ITEX.

KKCITEX,I) Horizontal saturated hydraulic con-

ductivity (K) for class ITEX, LT-I.

EK(ITEX,2) Specific storage (Ss) for class
ITEX, LT-I

HXCITEX,3) Porosity for class ITEX.
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Table 3.--In_uC da_a £ormats--Concinued (

Card Variable Description

B-7,-Continued

Definiuions for the remaining sequential values on this line are dependen_
upon which functional relation is selecued to represent the nonlinear

coefficients. Four different funcuional relauions are allowed: (1_ Brooks

and Corey, 2_._van Genuchten, _ Haverkamp, and 4_ tabular data. el_•_.°.. • _°° o . "

choice0T whichof theseto use_smade when the co_er-pcofF_ is
_ompiled, by including only the function subroutine which pernains co
nhe desired relanion (see discussion in text for more detail).

In the following descripnions, defininions for the different functional
relanions are indexed by the above numbers. For _abular data, all
pressure heads are inpun firsn (in increasing order from the smallest

to cbe largest), all relative hydraulic ¢onductivities are then input
in nhe same order, followed by all moisture torments.

I_(IYEX, 4) (1) hb, L. (must be less than 0.0). " I-_o_-_ " _'_-
(2) a', L. (must be less than 0.0). t,._ -...... -_--)

(3) A' , L. (must be less than 0.0). (_-_v_ '_----_\.

(4) Smallesu pressure head in _able. (.......

HKCITEX,5) (I) Residual moisuure content (or).

(2) Residual moisnure conten_ (Or). (

• (3) Residual moisuure content (Or).

(4) Second smallest pressure head in table.

_X(ITEX, 6) (Z) A.

(2) S'.

(3) B'.

(4) Third smalles_ pressure head in _able.

EK(ITEX,7) (I) Non used.

(2) Not used.

(3) a, L. (mush be less _an 0.0).

(4) Fourth smallest pressure bead in table.

EK(ITEX,8) (I) Not used.

(2) NoC used.

(3) _.

(4) Fifth smallest pressure head in table.

For functional relations (I), (2), and (3) no further values are required

on nhis line for this _ex_ural class. For tabular da_a (4), da_a input
conninues as follows:

L
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Table 3.--In_u_ da_a forma_s--Continued

Card Variable Description

B-7--Coutinued

HX(ITEX,9). Next largest pressure head in table.
. EK(ITEX,NI+3) Maximum pressure head in table.

(Here N1 = Number of pressure heads in table; NPROP

HK(ITEX,NI+4) Always input a value of 99.
HK(ITEX,NI �x�Relativehydraulic conductivity corresponding uo first

pressure head.
KK(ITEX,NI �|�Relativehydraulic conductivity corresponding to

• second pressure head.

KK(ITEX,2_NI+A) Relative hydraulic conductivity corresponding to
largest pressure head.

HK(ITEX,2_NI+5) Always input a value of 99.
HK(ITEX,2_NI+6) Moisture content corresponding to first pressure head.
HK(ITEX,2_NI ¬�ð�|�Moisturecontent corresponding to second pressure head.

HK(ITEX,3_NI ð�x�Moisturecontent corresponding to largest pressure head.
HK(II--aX,3_NI �˜�Alwaysinput a value of 99.

Regardless of which functional relation is selected there must be N?ROP ì�values on line B-7.

B-8 IROW If IROW = 0, textural classes are

read for each row. This option is
preferable if many rows differ from
the others. IF IROW = I, textural

classes are rea'_-Th - 5y l_lOcks of
rows, each block consisting of all

the rows in sequence consisting of
uniform properties or uniform
properties separated by a vertical
in_erface.

Line set B-9 is present only if IROW = 0.
B-9 JTEX Indices (ITEX) for textural class for

each node, read in row by row. There
must be NIY_eN_ entries.

Line set B-10is present only if IROW = I. -........
As many groups of B-10 variables as-ale-needed to completely cover the

grid are required. The final group of variables for this set must have
IR = NXR and JBT = NLY.

B-10 IL Left hand column for which texture

class applies. Must equal I or

[IR(fro= previous card) t��059 AR 020937



Table 3.--ZnpuC da,'_a format.s--Continued _-

Card Variable Description

B-tO--Continued

IR Right hand column for which texture

" class applies. Final IR for

sequence of rows must equal }_XR.
IST Bottom row of all rows for which the

_ column designations apply. JBT must
•not be increased from its initial

or previous value until IR = NX_.
Texture class within block.

Note: As an example, for a column of uniform material; IL = I, IR = NXR,
/ST = NIY, and IRD = texture class designation for the colum- material.

One line will represent _he set for this example.

B-11 IREAD If IREAD =_9., all initial conditions
in terms of pressure head or moisture

content as determined by the value of
PHRD are set equal to FACTOR. If
IREAD = I, all initial conditions are

read from file IU in user-designated
format and multiplied by FACTOR. If
IREAD = 2 initial conditions are

defined in terms of pressure head,

and an equilibrium profile is (
specified above a free-water surface \

at a depth of DWTX until a pressure

head of H_I_ is reached. All_presslLr_
_heads above this are se_IN.

FACTOR Multiplier o'-rcons_an_ value, dependin E
on value of IREAD, for initial
conditions, L.

Line B-12 is present only if IREAD = 2,

B-12 DW_.i " - Depth to free-water surface above which
an_um__rofile is computed, L.

HMIN , Minimum pressure head to limit height
-i_ of equilibrium profile; must be less

than zero, L.
Line B-13 is read only if IREAD = 1,

B-13 IU Uni_ number from which initial head
values are to be read.

I_T£ Format to be used in readinE initial
head values from unit IU. Must be

enclosed in quotation marks, for
example '(10X,EIO.3)'.

B-14 BCIT Logical variable =_if eyaporation is
_o be simulated at any time during _he
simulation; otherwise = F.
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